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A WALL-CROSSING FORMULA AND THE INVARIANCE OF GLSM
CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
GANG TIAN AND GUANGBO XU
Abstract. In this paper we prove a wall-crossing formula, a crucial ingredient needed
to prove that the correlation function of gauged linear σ-model is independent of the
choice of perturbations.
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1. Introduction
The gauged linear σ-model (GLSM) is a two-dimensional supersymmetric quantum
field theory introduced by Witten [34]. It plays a fundamental role in the physics
“proof” of mirror symmetry [15], and its idea has been adopted in many mathematical
studies of mirror symmetry. It provides an important framework in studying the relation
between Gromov–Witten theory and the Landau–Ginzburg model, better known as the
Landau–Ginzburg/Calabi–Yau correspondence.
The significance of GLSM calls for a rigorous mathematical construction. Such a
mathematical framework is well-understood when the superpotential is zero. On the
algebraic side, there have been the construction of stable quotient invariants [18] and
quasimap invariants [5]. On the symplectic side, there have been various studies on
the theory of symplectic vortex equations aiming at defining Gromov–Witten type
invariants (called the gauged GW or Hamiltonian GW invariants), see for example
[22, 4, 23, 3, 25, 24]. It has also been applied to Floer theory, such as [12, 35].
The case with a nontrivial superpotential is far more difficult. A simple case is when
the superpotential W is a nondegenerate quasihomogeneous polynomial on Cn and
the gauge group is a finite abelian group of symmetries of W . Such a theory (which
we call the orbifold Landau–Ginzburg A-model) was proposed by Witten in [33], and
constructed rigorously by Fan–Jarvis–Ruan via [7, 8, 6]. A new feature in the presence
of a superpotential, which seems to indicate the insufficiency of algebraic methods, is
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2the separation of narrow and broad states. While the narrow states correspond to
algebraic cohomological classes, the broad states are transcendental and often of odd
degrees. Algebraic method can only treat the narrow case, for example, in Chang–Li–
Li’s construction of Witten’s top Chern class [1], while for the broad case one needs to
perturb the differential equation using non-algebraic objects (see [6] for details).
For general GLSM target spaces, while there have been a few works on the algebraic
geometry construction (for example [9] [2]) focusing on the narrow case, our project
starting at [29] aims at giving a symplectic geometry construction covering both narrow
and broad states. In [29, 30, 31] and this paper, we consider a special case, where the
gauge group is U(1) and the superpotential is of Lagrange multiplier type. Over a fixed
smooth domain curve, in [29] we studied the basic analytic properties of the moduli
space of perturbed gauged Witten equation, including the compactness. In [31] we
constructed a virtual fundamental cycle on the moduli space and defined the GLSM
correlation function which was forecasted in [30]. (See [32] and [28] for the case of
geometric phases of more general GLSM target spaces.)
1.1. Main result. This paper proves a technical result needed for [31] (this result is
also claimed in [30]). Let us briefly recall the setup and the state the main result.
The detailed setting will be recalled in Section 3. Let X be a noncompact Ka¨hler
manifold and Q ∶ X → C be a holomorphic function. Assume Q has only one critical
point and there is a C∗-action on X making Q homogeneous of degree r ≥ 2. Denote
X˜ = C × X with coordinates (p,x) and consider the function W (p,x) = pQ(x). On
the other hand, a smooth r-spin curve is a compact Riemann surface Σ with orbifold
singularities z1, . . . , zn, together with an orbifold line bundle L → Σ and an isomorphism
φ ∶ L⊗r →Klog =KΣ ⊗O(z1) ⊗⋯⊗O(zn).
The existence of the above isomorphism implies that the local group of the orbifold
structure at zi is Zri with ri divides r; moreover, viewing Zri as a subgroup of Zr, the
monodromy of the orbifold line bundle L at zi is an element γi ∈ Zr. The orbifold point
zi (or the monodromy γi) is called narrow if the fixed point set Xγi ⊂ X is a single
point which is the critical point of Q; otherwise we say it is broad.
The gauged Witten equation over Σ is a first-order partial differential equation of
two variables A and u. It is elliptic modulo gauge transformation. The variable A is a
connection on certain U(1) × U(1)-bundle over Σ, and the variable u is locally a map
from Σ to X˜ . Near a broad orbifold point zi with cylindrical coordinates (s, t), for fixed
A, the equation which u satisfies is asymptotic to the following Floer-type equation
∂u
∂s
+ J ∂u
∂t
+∇W (u) = 0.
It follows that u converges to a critical point of W ∣C×Xγi . Since the critical points are
degenerate, the natural linearization of the gauged Witten equation is not Fredholm.
For a broad γ ∈ Zr, consider perturbations of W of the form
W ′(p,x) =W (p,x) − ap +F (x)
where a ∈ C and F ∶ X → C is a γ-invariant function of lower degree. If (a,F ) is
generic, then the perturbed function has nondegenerate critical points. Upon choosing(a,F ) for each broad orbifold point, one can perturb the gauged Witten equation over
3Σ (equipped with a “rigidification” of the r-spin structure) so that the linearization
becomes Fredholm.
Furthermore, one can use a list of critical points (κ1, . . . , κb) of the perturbed func-
tions to label a moduli space M(κ1, . . . , κb) which consists of solutions (A,u) with u
being asymptotic to the critical point κi at zi. When the perturbations are generic
(called strongly regular perturbations), such moduli spaces are compact. One can
then construct a virtual fundamental cycle ofM(κ1, . . . , κb). However it turns out that
the virtual cycles depend on the choice of perturbations of W . To prove that the re-
sulting correlation functions are independent of perturbations, one needs to compare
the virtual cycles for two choices. This is referred to as a “wall-crossing formula” which
is very similar to the wall-crossing formula in [6] for orbifold Landau–Ginzburg theory.
Our main theorem is as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let Σ be a rigidified r-spin curve with broad markings z∗, z1, . . . , zb
with monodromies γ∗, γ1, . . . , γb ∈ Zr. Let W1, . . . ,Wb be strongly regular perturbations
of W associated to the markings z1, . . . , zb and let Wι−, Wι+ be two strongly regular
perturbations of W associated to z∗. Let κ1, . . . , κb be critical points of the perturbed
superpotential W1, . . . ,Wb restricted to the fixed point sets of γ1, . . . , γb respectively.
Suppose Wι− and Wι+ are connected via a generic path W˜ = {Wι}ι∈[ι−,ι+] such that
there is only one ι0 ∈ [ι−, ι+] for which Wι fails to be strongly regular. Assume for ι = ι0,
there are only two critical points υι0 and κι0 of Wι0 restricted to the fixed point set of
γ∗ such that
ImWι0(υι0) = ImWι0(κι0), ReWι0(υ0) >ReWι0(κι0);
assume in addition
d
dι
∣
ι=ι0
[ImWι0(υι0) − ImWι0(κι0)] ≠ 0. (1.1)
Let #M(κ∗ι± , κ1, . . . , κb) ∈ Q be the virtual cardinality of the moduli space of the gauged
Witten equation defined in [31]. Then we have
#M(κ∗ι+ , κ1, . . . , κb)−#M(κ∗ι− , κ1, . . . , κb) = (−1)W˜(#N (υι0 , κι0))(#M(υ∗ι− , κ1, . . . , κb)).
Here (−1)W˜ ∈ {±1} is the sign of (1.1), and #N (υι0 , κι0) is the algebraic count of the
number of BPS soliton solutions connecting υι0 and κι0 (where the number equals to a
topological intersection number).
For the precise meanings of relevant notions and concepts in the above statement, see
[31] and Section 3 of this paper. We actually rephrase the theorem in Section 3 in a much
more simplified situation without losing generality. For example, it suffices to consider
the case that Σ has no narrow markings and only one broad marking, because extra
markings at which the perturbations do not vary only brings in notational complexities.
The simplified version of the above theorem is restated as Theorem 3.3.
Both the definition of the correlation function and the proof of the invariance rely
on constructing certain virtual fundamental chains or cycles. The virtual cycle theory
provides a general method of defining Euler numbers for infinite dimensional bundles
where a natural section is not transverse. Our framework of virtual cycle theory is based
on the original approach of Li–Tian [17] developed for defining symplectic Gromov–
Witten theory for general compact targets. In the appendix of [31], we provided a
4detailed discussion of this approach. We remark that our approach (as well as that of
[17]) is topological, hence we do not need smooth structures as in Kuranishi theory (see
[13]) or polyfold theory (see [14]).
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly recall the abstract setting
of virtual orbifold atlases of [31]. In Section 3 we briefly recall the setting of [31] and
restate the wall-crossing formula we want to prove. Certain simplifications will also
be adopted. In Section 4 we construct local charts for the relevant moduli space. In
Section 5 we provide the details of the gluing analysis. In Section 6 we patch the local
charts together to construct a virtual orbifold atlas on the moduli space.
Acknowledgments. The authors would like to thank David Morrison, Edward
Witten, Kentaro Hori, and Mauricio Romo for their patience in communicating the
physics about GLSM. The second named author would like to thank Huai-Liang Chang
for helpful discussions.
2. Virtual Orbifold Atlases
In this section we recall the basic notions in the abstract level needed for constructing
virtual fundamental chains. We refer the reader to [31] or [28] for details.
2.1. Topological orbifolds and continuous orbibundles. The basic definitions of
topological orbifolds and orbibundles have been recalled in [31]. Here we first remark
on a few specifics about topological manifolds. A comprehensive reference is [16].
Let M be a topological manifold. A subset of M is a topological submanifold if
the subset with the subspace topology is a topological manifold. Let S be another
topological manifold. A continuous map φ ∶ S → M is called an embedding if it is
a homeomorphism onto a topological submanifold of M . In [29] and this paper, all
embeddings are assumed to be locally flat. Namely, for any p ∈ φ(S), there exists a local
coordinate chart ϕp ∶ Mp → Rn of M around p such that φ(S) ∩Mp ⊂ ϕ−1p (Rk × {0}).
The local flatness guarantees the existence of tubular neighborhoods.
Given two continuous vector bundles E → S and F →M a bundle embedding is a pair(φ, φ̂) where φ ∶ S → M is a locally flat embedding, φ̂ ∶ E → F is a bundle embedding
covering φ. It is easy to see that bundle embeddings can compose.
In the topological category there is still a notion of transversality. Let U ⊂ Rm be
an open subset and f ∶ U → Rn be a continuous map. We say that f is transverse to
0 ∈ Rn if f−1(0) is a locally flat submanifold of U and for each p ∈ f−1(0), each locally
flat chart ϕp ∶ Up → Rm such that ϕp(f−1(0) ∩Up) ⊂ Rm−n × {0} and ϕp(p) = 0, for all x
close to 0 ∈ Rm−n, the restriction of f to ϕ−1p ({x} ×Rn) is a local homeomorphism near
the origin. The transversality notion for such maps can be generalized to the notion
of a continuous map between topological manifolds being transverse to a locally flat
submanifold of the target, and the notion of a continuous section of a continuous vector
bundle being transverse to the zero section. Such generalization relies on the notion of
microbundles invented by Milnor [21].
An important theorem used in our construction is topological transversality theorem,
proved by Kirby–Siebenmann [16] and Quinn [26, 27]. The precise statement (see the
main theorem of [27]) says that two properly embedded topological manifolds X,M in
an ambient manifold Y can be made transverse by an arbitrary small isotopy of M .
5This implies the existence of transverse perturbations in the following situation: for a
continuous vector bundle E over a topological manifold M , any continuous section can
be made transverse to the zero section by an arbitrarily small perturbation.
All relevant notions about topological manifolds can be extended to topological orb-
ifolds. In this paper we only need to consider effective orbifolds. Typical examples
are global quotients U = U˜/Γ where U˜ is a topological manifolds, Γ is a finite group
acting continuously and effectively on U˜ . The broadest category we consider is that of
orbifolds with boundary.
2.2. Charts and transitions. In the following discussion of the topological virtual
cycle theory, we always assume that X is a compact Hausdorff topological space.
Definition 2.1. A virtual orbifold chart (chart for short) of X is a tuple C =(U,E,S,ψ,F ) where
(1) U is an orbifold (with or without boundary).
(2) E → U is an orbifold vector bundle.
(3) S ∶ U → E is a continuous section.
(4) F ⊂X is an open subset.
(5) ψ ∶ S−1(0)→ F is a homeomorphism.
F is called the footprint of the chart C. dimU −rankE is called the virtual dimension
of C. If U ′ ⊂ U is an open subset, then we can restrict C to U ′ in the obvious way,
denoted by C ∣U ′ and called a subchart or a shrinking of C. If U ′ is a precompact
subset of U , denoted as U ′ ⊏ U , then we say that C ∣U ′ is a precompact shrinking of C.
Definition 2.2. Let Ci ∶= (Ui,Ei, Si, ψi, Fi), i = 1,2 be two charts ofX . An embedding
of C1 into C2 consists of a bundle embedding (φ21, φ̂21) of orbifold vector bundles such
that: 1) the diagrams
E1
φˆ21 //
π1

E2
π2

U1
S1
DD
φ21 // U2
S2
ZZ
,
S−11 (0) φ21 //
ψ1

S−12 (0)
ψ2

X
Id // X
commute; 2) (φ21, φ̂21) satisfy the “tangent bundle condition,” namely, there exist a
neighborhood N of φ21(U1) and a subbundle E1;2 ⊂ E2∣N extending φ̂21(E1) such that
S2∣N is transverse to E1;2 and S−12 (E1;2) ∩N = φ21(U1).
It is also not hard to show that embeddings of charts can compose.
Definition 2.3. Let Ci = (Ui,Ei, Si, ψi, Fi), i = 1,2 be two charts. A coordinate
change from C1 to C2 is a triple T21 = (U21, φ21, φ̂21) where U21 ⊂ U1 is an open set
and (φ21, φ̂21) is an embedding from C1∣U21 to C2. They must satisfy the following
conditions.
(1) ψ1(S−11 (0) ∩U21) = F1 ∩F2 ⊂X .
(2) If xk ∈ U21 converges to x∞ ∈ U1, yk = φ21(xk) converges to y∞ ∈ U2, then x∞ ∈ U21
and y∞ = φ21(x∞).
6For i = 1,2, let C ′i = Ci∣U ′i be a shrinking of Ci. Then we can restrict the coordinate
change T21 to
U ′21 ∶= U ′1 ∩ φ−121(U ′2) ⊂ U21.
Denote the induced coordinate change by T ′21 ∶ C ′1 → C ′2.
2.3. Atlases. Unlike atlases of manifolds or orbifolds, coordinate changes in a virtual
atlas are not bi-directional. Naturally charts in a virtual atlas are indexed by a partially
ordered set.
Definition 2.4. A virtual orbifold atlas of virtual dimension k on X is a collection
A ∶= ({CI = (UI ,EI , SI , ψI , FI) ∣ I ∈ I}, {TJI = (UJI , φJI , φ̂JI) ∣ I ≼ J}),
where
(1) (I ,≼) is a finite, partially ordered set.
(2) For each I ∈ I , CI is a virtual orbifold chart of virtual dimension k on X .
(3) For I ≼ J , TJI is a coordinate change from CI to CJ .
They are subject to the following conditions.
● (Covering Condition) X is covered by all the footprints FI .● (Cocycle Condition) For I ≼ J ≼K,
φ̂KI ∣UKJI = φ̂KJ ○ φ̂JI ∣UKJI , where UKJI = UKI ∩ φ−1JI(UKJ).
● (Overlapping Condition) For I, J ∈ I , we have
FI ∩FJ ≠ ∅Ô⇒ I ≼ J or J ≼ I.
All virtual orbifold atlases considered in this paper have definite virtual dimensions,
although we do not always explicitly mention it.
Remark 2.5. The above setting is slightly more general than what we need in our
application in this paper and the companion [31]. In this paper we will see the following
situation in the concrete situations.
(1) The index set I consists of certain nonempty subsets of a finite set {1, . . . ,m},
which has a natural partial order given by inclusions.
(2) For each i ∈ I, Γi is a finite group and ΓI = Πi∈IΓi. UI = U˜I/ΓI is a global
quotient. Moreover, E˜1, . . . , E˜m are vector spaces acted by Γi and the orbifold
bundle EI → UI is the quotient (U˜I × E˜I)/ΓI where E˜I =⊕i∈I E˜i.
(3) For I ≼ J , UJI = U˜JI/ΓI where U˜JI ⊂ U˜I is a ΓI-invariant open subset and the
coordinate change is induced from the following diagram
ΓJ−I // V˜JI //

U˜J
U˜JI
(2.1)
Here V˜JI → U˜JI is a covering map with group of deck transformations identical
to ΓJ−I = Πj∈J−IΓj; then ΓJ acts on V˜JI and V˜JI → U˜J is a ΓJ -equivariant
embedding of manifolds, which induces an orbifold embedding UJI → UJ and
7an orbibundle embedding EI ∣UJI → EJ . Moreover, there is a natural subbundle
EI;J ⊂ EJ which can be used to verify the tangent bundle condition.
2.4. The virtual fundamental chain and cycle. In order to construct the virtual
chain or the virtual cycle, we need some more technical preparations.
Definition 2.6. Let A ∶= ({CI ∣ I ∈ I}, {TJI ∣ I ≼ J}) be a virtual orbifold atlas on X .
A shrinking of A is another virtual orbifold atlas A′ = ({C ′I ∣ I ∈ I}, {T ′JI ∣ I ≼ J})
indexed by elements of the same set I such that
(1) For each I ∈ I , C ′I is a shrinking of CI .
(2) For each I ≼ J , T ′JI is the induced shrinking of TJI .
Given a virtual orbifold atlas
A ∶= ({CI = (UI ,EI , SI , ψI , FI) ∣ I ∈ I}, {TJI = (UJI , φJI , φ̂JI) ∣ I ≼ J}),
we define a relation ⋎ on the disjoint union ⊔I∈I UI as follows. UI ∋ x ⋎ y ∈ UJ if one of
the following holds.
(1) I = J and x = y;
(2) I ≼ J , x ∈ UJI and y = φJI(x);
(3) J ≼ I, y ∈ UIJ and x = φIJ(y).
If A′ is a shrinking of A, then it is easy to see that the relation ⋎′ on ⊔I∈I U ′I defined
as above is induced from the relation ⋎ for A via restriction. If ⋎ is an equivalence
relation, we can form the quotient space
∣A∣ ∶= (⊔
I∈I
UI)/ ⋎ .
with the quotient topology. X is then a compact subset of ∣A∣.
Lemma 2.7. For each virtual orbifold atlas A, there exists a shrinking A′ of A such
that ⋎′ is an equivalence relation. Moreover, the shrinking can be made such that ∣A′∣
is a Hausdorff topological space and for each I ∈ I , the natural map U ′I → ∣A′∣ is a
homeomorphism onto its image.
Definition 2.8. A virtual orbifold atlas satisfying the conditions required for A′ in
Lemma 2.7 is called a good atlas or a good coordinate system.
This is the same notion of good coordinate systems in the Kuranishi approach. On
the other hand, there are also notions of orientations and orientability in the topological
category, and one can define orientations and orientability of virtual orbifold atlases.
We do not recall them. With an oriented good atlas one can construct perturbations
inductively on all charts and define the virtual cycle. More precisely, one chooses
(multivalued) sections
tI ∶ UI → EI , ∀I ∈ I
satisfying certain compatibility condition with respect to coordinate changes, such that
SI + tI ∶ UI → EI is transverse to the zero section.
When the virtual dimension of the atlas is zero, the union of zeroes of SI + tI modulo
the equivalence relation ⋎ are discrete. Indeed one can prove that for suitable sufficiently
small perturbations tI , the zero locus is compact, hence finite. The details are in [31,
Appendix]. Then the counting of zeroes of the perturbed sections with signs, one can
8define the virtual cardinality of A, which is a rational number #A ∈ Q. It can be
viewed as a generalization of the orbifold Euler characteristic.
2.5. Boundary. We consider the induced atlas on the “virtual” boundary.
Let X be equipped with a good virtual orbifold atlas A = ({CI ∣ I ∈ I},{TJI ∣ I ≼ J ∈
I}). Denote
∂FI = ψI(S−1I (0) ∩ ∂UI), ∂X ∶=⋃
I∈I
∂FI ⊂ X.
It is easy to see that ∂X is closed in X and hence compact. Take
∂CI = (∂UI ,EI ∣∂UI , SI ∣∂UI , ψI ∣∂UI∩S−1I (0), ∂FI).
This is a virtual orbifold chart of ∂X (which may be empty). Denote ∂I = {I ∈ I ∣ ∂FI ≠∅}, with the induced partial order ≼. Moreover, the coordinate changes can be restricted
to the boundary. For each pair I ≼ J ∈ ∂I , the object
∂TJI ∶= (∂UJI , ∂φJI , ∂φ̂JI) ∶= (∂UJI , φJI ∣∂UJI , φ̂JI ∣∂UJI)
is a coordinate change from ∂CI to ∂CJ . Hence we obtain a virtual atlas
∂A ∶= ({∂CI ∣ I ∈ ∂I}, {∂TJI ∣ I ≤ J ∈ ∂I}).
If A is oriented, then it is routine to check that ∂A has an induced orientation.
A natural and useful result about virtual cardinality is the following.
Proposition 2.9. If A is an oriented virtual orbifold atlas of dimension one with
boundary on X and let ∂X be equipped with the induced atlas ∂A, then #(∂A) = 0.
3. The Wall-Crossing Formula
In this section we briefly recall the setting of [31] and the wall-crossing formula needed
for the proof of the invariance of the GLSM correlation function. All details can be
found in [29] [31].
Let (X,Q) be a Landau–Ginzburg space. That is, X is a noncompact Ka¨hler mani-
fold and Q ∶ X → C is a holomorphic function with a single critical point. Assume that
there is a holomorphic C∗-action on X , often called the R-symmetry or R-charge,
such that Q is homogeneous of degree r ( r ≥ 2 1). Assume that the R-symmetry has
a moment map µ′ ∶ X → iR, where we regard iR as the Lie algebra of S1. We also
assumed certain conditions on the Landau–Ginzburg space in [29] which was used to
prove the compactness of the moduli spaces. However we do not need to recall the
explicit statements here.
The GLSM space is a triple (X˜,W,G). Here X˜ is the product C×X whose coordinates
are denoted by (p,x), W ∶ X˜ → C is the “Lagrange multiplier” W (p,x) = pQ(x), and
G = G′×G′′ is a group acting on X˜ , defined as follows. G′ ≃ S1 acts on the x coordinate
1We assumed r ≥ 2 in [29, 30, 31]. However our whole construction, most essentially the compactness
theorem proved in [29], can be extended to the r = 1 case.
9via the R-symmetry, and G′ ≃ S1 acts on (p,x) by eia(p,x) = (e−irap, eiax). Then W is
G′′-invariant and homogeneous with respect to G′. The G-action has a moment map
µ(p,x) = (µ′(p,x), µ′′(p,x)) = (µ′(x), µ′(x) + ir
2
∣p∣2 − τ).
Here τ ∈ iR is a constant which we fix from now on. We also fix a metric on the Lie
algebra g ∶= LieG ≃ iR × iR.
We do not need to recall the general definition of r-spin curves (which can be found
in [8]) but only the special case of one broad marking, and we state the definition
without using orbifold language. Let Σ be a compact Riemann surface and z ∈ Σ be
a point. Denote Σ∗ ∶= Σ ∖ {z}. If we take a holomorphic coordinate w centered at
z, then the log-canonical bundle Klog ∶= KΣ ⊗ O(z) has a local holomorphic frame
d logw = dw/w. An r-spin structure consists of a holomorphic line bundle L′ → Σ, an
integerm ∈ {0,1, . . . , r−1}, and a line bundle isomorphism φ′ ∶ (L′)⊗r ≃KΣ⊗O((1−m)z).
Using the local coordinate w, one can find a local holomorphic frame e′ of L′ near z
such that
φ′((e′)⊗r) = wmdw
w
. (3.1)
The integer m is a crucial parameter. Denote γ = e2mπi/r ∈ Zr, and regard it as
an element of G′. γ is called narrow if the fixed point set Xγ ⊂ X contains only the
critical point of Q; otherwise it is called broad. The wall-crossing formula is only about
the broad case so we assume from now on that γ is broad, namely, Xγ is a positive
dimensional complex submanifold of X .
The triple (Σ∗,L′, φ′) is called an r-spin curve. Notice that e′ satisfying (3.1) is
well-defined up to a Zr-action. A rigidification of the r-spin curve is a choice of e′
satisfying (3.1). From now on we fix the data Σ∗, L′, m, φ′, a local coordinate w and a
rigidification e′ satisfying (3.1). We call these data a rigidified r-spin curve, denoted byC. We also choose a cylindrical end C ⊂ Σ∗ around z, and the coordinate w identifies
C with a half cylinder [0,+∞) × S1. Denote CT ∶= [T,+∞) × S1 ⊂ C.
We need to perturb the superpotential W in order to do Fredholm theory.
Hypothesis 3.1. There exists a nonzero, finite dimensional complex vector space V
parametrizing certain γ-invariant holomorphic functions F ∶ X → C satisfying [29, Hy-
pothesis 2.8], particularly the following conditions.
(1) For each a ∈ C∗, there is a complex analytic proper subset Vsinga ⊂ V such that
for each F ∈V ∖Vsinga , the restriction of the function
W˜(x, p) =W (x, p) − ap + F (x) (3.2)
to X˜γ is a Morse function with finitely many critical points.
(2) The set Vwalla ⊂ V ∖Vsinga defined by the coincidence of the imaginary parts of
two critical values of W˜ ∣X˜γ is a locally finite union of real analytic hypersurfaces.
Denote V˜ = C∗ ×V. An element P = (a,F ) ∈ V˜ is called a perturbation. We also
identify the pair (a,F ) with the induced function W˜ defined by (3.2). P is called
regular (resp. strongly regular) if F ∈Va ∖Vsinga , i.e., the perturbed superpotential
is Morse (resp. F ∈Va ∖ (Vsinga ∪Vwalla ), i.e., the perturbed superpotential is Morse and
all critical values have distinct imaginary parts).
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3.1. Perturbed gauged Witten equation. We choose a smooth volume form νs ∈
Ω2(Σ) and a cylindrical volume form νc ∈ Ω2(Σ∗) such that over the cylindrical end
C, νs/νc = ∣w∣. νc determines a cylindrical type metric on Σ∗, for which we can define
weighted Sobolev spaces W k,pτ for k ≥ 0, p > 1 and τ > 0.
Choose a Hermitian metric H ′ on L′ such that for the section e′ in (3.1), ∥e′∥H′ ⋅∣w∣−m/r ∈ W 2,pτ for certain p > 2 and τ > 0. Choose another Hermitian line bundle
L′′ → Σ. Let P ′ ⊂ L′, P ′′ ⊂ L′′ be the unit circle bundles over Σ∗.
The variables of the perturbed gauged Witten equation are triples u = (A,u,φ). Here
A = (A′,A′′) are certain unitary connections on the principal G-bundle P
P ∶= P ′ ×
Σ∗
P ′′.
Here A′ should induce a holomorphic structure on L′ isomorphic to the original one. u
is a section of the associated bundle
Y ∶= P ×G X˜.
φ ∶ G′′ → P ′′∣z is a trivialization of the fibre of P ′′ at z. Notice that G′′ acts on φ
by eia ⋅ φ = φ ○ eia. We extend the G′′-torsor of trivializations of the fibre of P ′′ to a
G′′-torsor of local trivializations of P ′′∣C , which is still denoted by φ ∶ C ×G′′ → P ′′∣C .
The two perspectives will be applied interchangeably. Moreover, the rigidification and
the choice of local coordinate w induce a local trivialization of P ′∣C . We denote the
product with φ, which is a local trivialization of P ∣C, still by φ. Any section u ∶ C → Y ∣C
can be written with respect to the induced trivialization φ of Y ∣C as
u(z) = (z, uφ(z)), where uφ ∶ C → X˜.
Notation 3.2. We will frequently use uφ to denote the map obtained by applying the
trivialization φ. When φ is understood from the context, to simplify notations, we also
denote u = uφ and these two notations are used interchangeably.
Let π ∶ Y → Σ∗ be the projection. For any A one can lift W to a section WA ∈
Γ(Y,π∗KΣ∗) as follows. Choose local holomorphic coordinate z on Σ∗. The r-spin
structure provides a local holomorphic section e′ of L′ with φ′((e′)⊗r) = dz. Choose an
arbitrary locally nonvanishing smooth section e′′ of L′′. Then locally a point of Y can
be represented by (e′, e′′, x˜) where x˜ ∈ X˜ . Then define
WA(e′, e′′, x˜) =W (x˜)dz.
Using the symmetries of W it is easy to verify that the above expression is independent
of the choices of the local coordinate z and the local sections e′, e′′, hence defines a
section of π∗KΣ∗ . Moreover, given a perturbation P = (a,F ) ∈V, one can lift W˜ defined
by (3.2) to a section W˜A,φ ∈ Γ(Y,π∗KΣ∗), parametrized smoothly by the connection A
and the local trivialization φ of Y over the cylindrical end C. Using the vertical metric
on T Y , one can define the gradient ∇W˜A,φ ∈ Γ(Y,π∗Ω0,1Σ∗ ⊗ T Y )2. Then any section
u ∈ Γ(Y ) pulls back ∇W˜A,φ to a section ∇W˜A,φ(u) ∈ Ω0,1(Σ∗, u∗T Y ).
2The explicit expression of W˜A,φ and its gradient can be found in [29]; in this paper we only need
to know certain properties of it, which will be reviewed in Section 5.
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The P-perturbed gauged Witten equation for variables u = (A,u,φ) reads
∂Au +∇WA,φ(u) = 0, ∗FA + µ∗(u) = 0. (3.3)
We explain the terms appearing above. The complex structure on X˜ induces a complex
structure on T Y ; the connection A also gives a covariant derivative dAu ∈ Ω1(Σ∗, T Y );
∂Au is the (0,1) part of dAu. On the other hand, ∗FA ∈ Ω0(Σ∗,g) is obtained by taking
the Hodge star (with respect to the volume form νs) of the curvature FA ∈ Ω2(Σ∗,g),
and µ∗(u) ∈ Ω0(Σ∗,g) is the dual of the moment map µ(u) with respect to the metric
on g. There is a gauge symmetry on (3.3).
3.2. The virtual cardinalities and the wall-crossing formula. When P is a regu-
lar perturbation, W˜ ∣X˜γ is a Morse function having finitely many critical points κ1, κ2, . . ..
We showed in [29] that for a finite energy solution to (3.3), up to gauge transformation,
there exists κ ∈ CritW˜ ∣X˜γ such that
lim
z→z
uφ(z) = κ.3
Therefore one uses κ to label the moduli spaces. Let MP(κ) be the moduli space of
gauge equivalence of solutions u = (A,u,φ) that satisfy the above asymptotic constrain.
When P is strongly regular, MP(κ) is a compact Hausdorff space (see [29, Theorem
6.5]). Moreover, for a strongly regular perturbation P, in [31] we constructed an oriented
virtual orbifold atlas on MP(κ). It has an associated virtual cardinality #MP(κ) ∈ Q
(which is nonzero only when the virtual dimension, which equals to the Fredholm index
computed in [29], is zero). In the current case, #MP(κ) is an integer since there is no
nontrivial automorphism group.
In order to define a correlation function, it is important to understand the dependence
of the virtual cardinality #MP(κ) on the choice of strongly regular perturbation. We
need to compare two different strongly regular perturbations P− and P+. In [31] we
have already reduced the comparison to the case that P− = (a,F−) and P+ = (a,F+) for
a ∈ C∗ and F−, F+ ∈ V ∖ (Vsinga ∪Vwalla ). Since Vsinga is of codimension two while Vwalla
is of codimension one, we only need to consider the “wall-crossing” situation. Namely,
we connect F− and F+ in V∖Vsinga by a path F˜ = (Fι)ι−≤ι≤ι+ such that F˜ only intersects
once at ι = ι0 with Vwalla at the smooth part of Vwalla , and the intersection is transverse.
Since Fι is always regular, we obtain families of critical points κι ∈ CritW˜ι∣X˜γ . Moreover,
by the definition of Vwalla , there exist exactly a pair κ˜, υ˜ of paths of critical points such
that
ReFι(υι) >ReFι(κι), ImF0(υ0) = ImF0(κ0),
d
dι
∣
ι=0
[ImFι(υι) − ImFι(κι)] ≠ 0. (3.4)
The sign of the path F˜ , denoted by (−1)F˜ ∈ {1,−1}, which is the same as the sign(−1)W˜ in Theorem 1.1, is defined to be positive (resp. negative) if (3.4) is positive
(resp. negative).
3Indeed this is not precise. The limit of uφ as z → z is a critical point of W˜ ∣X˜γ ○ δ where δ ∈ R+ ⊂ G
′
depends on the connection A. However critical points of W˜ ∣X˜γ can still label moduli spaces.
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On the other hand, since the imaginary part of Fι0(υι0) = (W+Fι0)(υι0) and Fι0(κι0) =(W + Fι0)(κι0) coincide, there may exist solitons starting from υι0 to κι0 (when their
imaginary parts differ, there is no soliton). Recall that a soliton connecting υι0 and
κι0 is a Floer trajectory for the Hamiltonian Re(W + Fι0) that connects υι0 and κι0 .
Namely a soliton is a solution u ∶ R × S1 → X to the equation
∂u
∂s
+ J (∂u
∂t
+∇Re(W + Fι0)(u)) = 0, lim
s→−∞
u(s, t) = υι0, lim
s→+∞
u(s, t) = κι0 .4
Since the Hamiltonian is independent of the variable t ∈ S1, there could be Floer trajec-
tories that are t-independent, namely, negative gradient flow trajectories of Re(W +Fι0);
they are called BPS solitons. Let N(υι0 , κι0) be the moduli space of BPS solitons
connecting υι0 and κι0 , or equivalently, the moduli space of negative gradient flow lines
of the real part of Wι0 that connect υι0 and κι0 . After choosing certain orientations on
this moduli space, one can define the counting #N(υι0 , κι0) ∈ Z, which is indeed equal
to a topological intersection number.
With all above understood, one can state the wall-crossing formula, which is refor-
mulation of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.3 (Wall-crossing formula). [31, Theorem 4.6] The virtual cardinalities
#MP−(κ−) and #MP+(κ+) satisfy
#MP+(κ+) −#MP−(κ−) = −(−1)F˜ [#N(υι0 , κι0)][#MPι(υι)].
In other words, there is a nontrivial wall-crossing term when P becomes regular but
not strongly regular. Therefore, to obtain a nontrivial number, one needs to pair the
virtual cardinalities with quantities which have opposite wall-crossing effect. The idea is
the same as how Fan–Jarvis–Ruan define the correlation functions for Landau–Ginzburg
theory.
Now we restate the definition of the correlation function as in [30]. For a broad γ ∈ Zr,
define the state space in the γ-sector to be
Hmid(Qaγ ;Q)Zr .
Here Qaγ = Q−1(a) ∩Xγ, for any a ∈ C ∖ {0}. This vector space is independent of the
choice of a. When Q is a homogeneous polynomial on Cn and γ = 1, this vector space
is isomorphic to the primitive cohomology of the projective hypersurface defined by Q.
Then the correlation function in the γ-sector is a linear function fP ∶ Hmid(Qaγ)Zr → Z
defined by
fP(c) = ∑
κ∈CritW˜ ∣
X˜γ
aP(c, κ) ⋅#MP(κ). (3.5)
Here aP(c, κ) is the topological intersection number in Qaγ between the cycle c and the
unstable submanifold of κ. We have shown that aP(c, κ) satisfies a Picard–Lefschetz
type formula when crossing the wall (see [31, Proposition 4.7]), which is exactly opposite
4When there is an nontrivial monodromy of the r-spin structure on the infinite cylinder, the expres-
sion of the soliton equation is more complicated. BPS solitons in the presence of nontrivial monodromy
is a negative gradient flow trajectory of the perturbed superpotential in the fixed point set of this
monodromy.
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to how #MP(κ) changes. It then follows (see the end of [30]) that fP is independent
of the choice of a strongly regular perturbation P.
The main objective of the rest of this paper is to prove Theorem 3.3. First, we
consider a universal moduli space over the path of perturbations F˜ . For ι ∈ [ι−, ι+],
let Mι(κ) (resp. Mι(υ)) be the moduli space of solutions to the Pι-perturbed gauged
Witten equation which converge to κι (resp. υι) as z → z. Define
M˜∗(κ) = ⊔
ι−≤ι≤ι+
Mι(κ) × {ι}, M˜∗(υ) = ⊔
ι−≤ι≤ι+
Mι(υ) × {ι}.
Since Pι0 is not strongly regular and Im(W˜ι0(κι0)) = Im(W˜ι0(υι0)), there may exist
solitons connecting υ0 and κ0. By the compactness result of [29], M˜∗(κ) can be com-
pactified by adding soliton solutions at the ι = ι0 slice. We define
M˜(κ) = M˜∗(κ) ⊔ M˜(κ) = M˜∗(κ) ⊔ (M(κι0) × {ι0}).
Here M˜(κ) is the moduli space of soliton solutions whose domain is a nodal curve with
principal component Σ and a rational component. M˜(κ) is a compact and Hausdorff
space. The subset of soliton solutions has two parts, the moduli space of BPS soliton
solutions M˜b(κ) and the moduli space of non-BPS soliton solutions M˜s(κ). We prove
the following theorem in Section 4—6.
Theorem 3.4. There exists an oriented virtual orbifold atlas with boundary on M˜(κ),
whose oriented virtual boundary is the disjoint union of three pieces
[ −Mι−(κ)] ⊔ [ +Mι+(κ)] ⊔ [(−1)F˜Mbι0(κι0)]. (3.6)
Here the orientations on Mι−(κι−), Mι+(κι+) and Mbι0(κι0) are determined by orienta-
tions on the unstable manifolds of κι and υι chosen continuously depending on ι.
Lastly, observe that the boundary Mbι0(κι0) is not a product of two moduli spaces,
because the soliton equation on the rational component depends on a parameter δ =
δA ∈ (0,1] (depending smoothly on the gauge field A on the principal component, see
[29, Definition 2.15] or Fact 5.1.). One can construct a “homotopy” from Mbι0(κι0)
to a product of moduli spaces. Let ǫ ∈ [0,1]. Let δǫ ∶ B(υι0) → R+ be the functional
δǫ(u) = δǫ(A,u,φ) = (δA)ǫ. Let Mbι0(κι0)ǫ be the moduli space of BPS soliton solutions
to the gauged Witten equation over C where the parameter for the soliton components
is δǫu. Then consider the universal moduli space
N˜ bι0(κι0) ∶= {(ǫ; ι0;u, σ) ∣ ǫ ∈ [0,1], (u, σ) ∈Mbι0(κι0)ǫ}.
Since it is not involved with gluing, it is easy to prove the following statement.
Proposition 3.5. On N˜ b(κ) there exists an oriented virtual atlas with boundary such
that its oriented virtual boundary is
∂N˜ bι0(κι0) = [ −Mbι0(κι0)] ⊔ [ +Mbι0(κι0)0].
Notice that M˜b(κ)0 is the product M(υι0)×N(υι0 , κι0). One can choose a perturba-
tion on N˜ b(κ) which is of product type on the ǫ = 0 boundary. It follows that
#M˜b(κ) = #M˜b(κ)0 = [#N(υι0 , κι0)] ⋅ [#Mι0(υι0)].
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Combining Theorem 3.4, Proposition 3.5 and Proposition 2.9, the wall-crossing formula
Theorem 3.3 is proved.
4. Constructing Local Charts
Section 4, 5, and 6 are devoted to the proof of Theorem 3.4. In this section we
construct virtual orbifold charts around all points in M˜(κ) while many details of the
gluing construction will be provided in Section 5. This section is organized as follows. In
Subsection 4.1, we consider those points represented by smooth solutions; this part also
serves for fixing notations. In Subsection 4.2, we state the main proposition (Proposition
4.3) about the local charts of non-BPS soliton solutions. The proof of Proposition 4.3
is provided in Subsections 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. In Subsection 4.6 we finish the separate
discussion of local charts around BPS soliton solutions.
4.1. Local charts for non-soliton solutions. We briefly recall the discussion of
linear Fredholm theory for perturbed gauged Witten equation here. More details can
be found in [31]. Choose p > 0 and fix a sufficiently small τ > 0. We describe a Banach
manifold Bι(κ) as follows.
Let Aτ be the space of connections A = (A′,A′′) such that with respect to the local
trivializations over the cylindrical end C (we fixed an S1-torsor of trivializations), A′ =
d + im
r
dt + α′ and A′′ = d + α′′ such that α′, α′′ are of class W 1,pτ . Given a connection
A ∈ Aτ , let δ = δA ∈ (0,1) be the number described in Item (2) of Fact 5.1 (see also
Item (5) of Fact 5.1). Bι(κ) consists of triples u = (A,u,φ) where A ∈ Aτ , φ ∈ Fr is a
framing of P ′′ at z, and u is a section of Y of regularity W 1,ploc , such that with respect
to the trivialization φ ∶ C × X˜ → Y ∣C , for T ≫ 0 and z ∈ CT ⊂ C, one can write
u(z) = φ( expδκ ξ(z)), where ξ ∈W 1,p(CT , TδκX˜).
Remark 4.1. The reader should keep in mind that the Sobolev spaces modeling the
sections have the usual un-weighted norms W k,p, while the Sobolev spaces modeling
the gauge fields have the weighted norms W k,pτ .
There is a Banach space bundle whose fibre over u is Lp(Λ0,1⊗u∗T Y )⊕Lpτ(g). The
perturbed gauged Witten equation defines a section
u↦ (∂Au +∇W˜A,φ(u), ∗FA + µ(u)).
The abelian condition of the group G allows us to introduce a global gauge fixing
condition. Choose ΛGF ⊂ L
p
τ(g) to be a finite dimensional subspace generated by smooth
sections with compact supports, such that the Laplacian ∆ ∶ W 2,pτ (g) → Lpτ(g)/ΛGF is
bijective. Denote Lpτ(g) ∶= Lpτ(g)/ΛGF . Define an augmented Banach space bundle overBι(κ) whose fibre over u is
Eu ∶= Lp(Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗T Y )⊕Lpτ(g)⊕Lpτ(g).
Choose a smooth reference connection A0 ∈ Aτ so that for all A ∈ Aτ , A−A0 ∈W 1,pτ (Λ1⊗
g). Define the augmented equation (with respect to A0) to be
∂Au +∇W˜A,φ(u) = 0, ∗FA + µ(u) = 0, d∗(A −A0) = 0.
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Here d∗(A −A0) ∈ Lpτ(g) is d∗(A −A0) modulo ΛGF . The augmented equation gives a
section Fι ∶ Bι(κ)→ E . Then the moduli space Mι(κ) is homeomorphic to F−1ι (0), i.e.,
each gauge equivalence class of solutions contains exactly one element that satisfies the
gauge fixing condition.
It is convenient for us to introduce the notations
E ′u ∶= Lp(Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗T Y ), E ′′u ∶= Lpτ(g)⊕Lpτ(g).
Now vary ι. Let B˜(κ) consists of quadruples u˜ = (u, ι) = (ι;A,u,φ) where ι ∈ [ι−, ι+]
and u ∈ Bι(κ). This is again a Banach manifold (with boundary). One also has a
Banach space bundle E → B˜(κ) whose fibre over u˜ = (ι;u) is Eu. The augmented
gauged Witten equation defines a smooth Fredholm section
F˜ ∶ B˜(κ)→ E , F˜(ι;u) = Fι(u).
The zero locus of F˜ is the moduli space M˜∗(κ) (not the compactified moduli). For an ar-
bitrary u˜ ∈ M˜∗(κ)5, we can construct a virtual orbifold chart Cu˜ = (Uu˜,Eu˜, Su˜, ψu˜, Fu˜)
in the same way as we did in [31] where ι is not varying. Notice that Uu˜ is a manifold.
4.2. Local charts for non-BPS soliton solutions. Under the current restricted
situation, we agree with the following conventions. Whenever we talk about solitons
(or objects in the same Banach manifold), we mean an object defined over the infinite
cylinder which converges to κι at +∞ and to υι at −∞, for some ι ∈ [ι−, ι+]; such an
object is denoted by σ. Whenever we talk about soliton solutions (or objects in the same
Banach manifold), we mean an object defined on a nodal domain with two components,
whose restriction to the principal component converges to υι as z → z, whose restriction
to the rational component is a soliton connecting υι and κι for some ι ∈ [ι−, ι+]; such an
object will have a label  to indicate that it has two components.
4.2.1. General settings and notations. Given u˜ = (ι;u) ∈ B˜(υ), it determines a vector
field HδWι on X˜ with finitely many zeroes (see Fact 5.1 for related notations). For any
pair of critical points, say υ,κ ∈ CritWι∣X˜γ , denote by B′∞(υ,κ) the Banach manifold of
W
1,p
loc -maps from R × S1 to X˜ that approach υ/κ at +∞/−∞ in the W 1,p-sense6. When
υ and κ are understood, we simply denote this Banach manifold by B′∞7. There is a
Banach space bundle E ′∞ → B′∞ whose fibres over σ is Lp(R × S1, σ∗TX˜). The soliton
equation reads
F˜ ′∞(u˜;σ) ∶= ∂σ∂s + J (
∂σ
∂t
+X im
r
(σ)) +HδWι(eimt/rσ) = 0. (4.1)
In Section 5 for technical reasons we will “augment” objects in B′∞ by including
gauge fields on the soliton component, and the notation B∞ is reserved for the Banach
5Notice that in this case the object u˜ is the same as its equivalence class, so is a genuine point in
the moduli space.
6Here φ is the frame belonging to u.
7Although we skipped the dependence on u˜ in this notation but the reader should keep in mind
that it depends on a point u˜ ∈ B˜(υ).
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manifolds of augmented objects. Here we set
B˜ ∶= {u˜ = (ι;u, σ) ∣ u˜ = (ι;u) ∈ B˜(υ), σ ∈ B′∞}. (4.2)
The product E ∶= E ⊠ E ′∞ is a Banach space bundle over B˜. The augmented sectionF˜ ∶ B˜ → E defined by
F˜(u˜, σ) ∶= (F˜(u˜), F˜∞(u˜;σ)) ∶= (F˜(u˜), F˜ ′∞(u˜;σ)). (4.3)
On B˜ there is a free action by the infinite cylinder R × S1 which is defined by
reparametrize σ via translation. It also acts on the bundle E ′∞ (hence on E) equiv-
ariantly. By the symmetry of the operator F˜ ′∞ we see that the section F˜ defined by
(4.3) is an equivariant section. Therefore the moduli space M˜ of soliton solutions is
homeomorphic to (F˜)−1(0)/R × S1.
4.2.2. The stabilization and the universal curve. In order to deal with the unstable ra-
tional component, we need to add an extra marked point to stabilize, and first construct
local charts for the moduli space of solutions with a marked point in the domain.
Let m¯k be the compactified configuration space of k points in Σ∗. There is a dis-
tinguished point in m¯1 corresponding to the degeneration at the original marking z,
which is a nodal curve with principal component Σ and a rational component with
three markings −∞, +∞, and the extra one. Denote u¯1 ≃ m¯2 and the map π1 ∶= u¯1 → m¯1
that forgets the second marking provides a universal family. Locally around the dis-
tinguished point, we denote the universal family by π1 ∶ U¯1 → ∆ where ∆ ⊂ C is a
small disk centered at the origin. To be consistent with other notations we will regard
α = 0 ∈ ∆ the same as the symbol . Denote by Σα the fibre π−11 (α) and the central
fibre Σ0 = Σ is a nodal curve with two components, a principal component isomorphic
to Σ, and a rational component attached to z ∈ Σ. We identify the rational component
with the infinite cylinder R×S1 and the marking with w = (0,0) ∈ R×S1. On the other
hand, for each nonzero α ∈ ∆˚ ∶= ∆ ∖ {0}, the regular fibre Σα is canonically identified
with Σ with a marking wα ∈ C ⊂ Σ∗. As a convention, we will identify α ∈ ∆˚ with
its logarithm as α = e−(4T+iθ), and using the cylindrical coordinate on C ⊂ Σ∗, wα has
coordinate (4T, θ). Lastly, there is a natural S1-action on the family π1 ∶ U¯1 → ∆ by
rotating the first marked point using the cylindrical coordinate, which projects to the
standard S1-rotation on ∆.
Now we introduce a family of Banach manifolds B˜α for all α ∈ ∆. If α ≠ 0, then B˜α
is a copy of B˜(κ) as described in Subsection 4.1; if α = 0 = , then B˜ is the Banach
space defined by (4.2). The disjoint union ⊔α≠0B˜α is also a Banach manifold for which
we view α parametrizes the extra marking wα ∈ Σ∗.
It is a standard knowledge that for any compact subset K ⊂ Σ that is away from
the singularity of the central fibre Σ, there exists ǫ sufficiently small such that for all
α ∈ ∆∗ǫ , there is a canonical embedding K ↪ Σα.
Now let q ∈ M˜s ⊂ M˜ ⊂ M˜ be a point that is represented by a non-BPS soliton
solution. Let Γq ⊂ S1 be the automorphism group of u˜q , which is independent of the
choice of representatives. Choose for each such q a representative u˜q = (ι0;uq, σq) =(ι0;Aq, uq, φq, σq). By a well-known result in Floer theory (see for example [11, Theorem
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4.3]), we can choose wq ∈ R×S1 where σq is an embedding near wq . Fix such a wq and
denote the promoted object
u˜q ∶= (u˜q ,wq ).
By reparametrizing the solution, one may assume that wq = (0,0) ∈ R × S1. Therefore,
the domain of u˜q is identified with the central fibre Σ
.
4.2.3. Normalization conditions. We need to fix a few other choices. To simplify the
notations, we assume that the injectivity radius of X˜ is ∞ and the exponential map at
every point of X˜ is a diffeomorphism. Denote xq = σq(wq ) ∈ X˜ ; choose a hyperplane
Hq ⊂ TxqX˜ which is transverse to σq at wq . Then Dq ∶= expxq Hq is transverse to σq.
Moreover, choose a complex linear function TxqX˜ → C with kernel Hq, which is pushed
forward to a smooth function hq ∶ X˜ → C that vanishes on Dq.
For the representative u˜q , we fix the function hq.
For a section u of Y , we denote by uφ ∶ C → X˜ the corresponding map under the local
trivialization of Y induced by φ. When φ is clear from the context, we also denote it
by u.
Definition 4.2. For α ∈∆∗, u˜α = (ι;A,u,φ) ∈ B˜α is called normal to (u˜q , hq) if
∑
g∈Γq
hq(u(g ⋅wαq )) = 0. (4.4)
On the other hand, u˜ = (ι;A,u,φ;σ) ∈ B˜ is normal to (u˜q , hq) if
∑
g∈Γq
hq(σ(g ⋅wq )) = 0.
4.2.4. The obstruction spaces. We also need to choose obstruction spaces. For the
principal component of u˜q , which is uq = (Aq, uq, φq) ∈ Bι0(υ), the way of choosing an
obstruction space is the same as in [31]. Here we recall it. Denote
Euq = E ′uq ⊕ E ′′uq .
Here E ′uq = Lp(Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗qT Y ) and E ′′uq = Lpτ(g) ⊕ Lpτ(g). We write the linearization
of Fι0 ∶ Bι0(υ) → E as DuqFι0 = (D′uq ,D′′uq) with respect to the above decomposition.
Then we can choose finite dimensional subspaces E′uq ⊂ C
∞
0 (Y,π∗Λ0,1⊗T Y ), E′′uq ⊂ E ′′uq
satisfying the following condition.
(1) E′′uq is generated by smooth sections with compact supports.
(2) u∗qE
′
uq
⊂ E ′uq is transverse to the linearization of ∂Au+∇W˜A,φ(u) in the directions
of u, and E′′uq is transverse to the linearization of the operator (∗FA+µ(u), d∗(A−
A0)) in the directions of A.
Therefore u∗qE
′
uq
⊕E′′uq ⊂ Euq is transverse to the linearization DuqFι0 in the directions
of A and u. That means transversality is achieved without deforming φ and ι. Define
Euq = E′uq⊕E′′uq . There is no need to discuss group actions since uq has trivial stabilizer.
For the soliton components σq. By the Fredholm property of Dσq F˜ ′∞(u˜q; ⋅)8, one can
choose a finite dimensional subspace E′σq ⊂ C
∞
0 (R × S1 × X˜, T X˜) such that σ∗qE′σq is
8This is because solitons are Floer trajectories.
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transverse to Dσq F˜ ′∞(u˜q; ⋅). One can also choose E′σq to be Γq-invariant in the following
sense. Recall that Γq ⊂ S1 acts on the domain of u˜ by rotating the cylindrical coordi-
nate. Then for any s ∈ C∞0 (R × S1 × X˜, T X˜) and g ∈ Γq, g∗s ∈ C∞0 (R × S1 × X˜, T X˜). So
we require that E′σq is an invariant subspace of C
∞
0 (R×S1 × X˜, X˜) under this Γq-action.
Indeed this can be done because Γq is a finite group.
Now define Eq = Euq ⊕E′σq . Eq has a Γq-action. We call Eq the obstruction space.
Now we want to extend Eq to the universal curve U¯1 in a Γq-equivariant way. Suppose
sections in Euq are all supported in Y ∣ZΣ ⊂ Y for a compact subset ZΣ ⊂ Σ∗, and
sections in E′σq are all supported in Z∞ × X˜ for a compact subset Z∞ ⊂ R × S1. Let
Z = ZΣ ⊔Z∞ ⊂ Σ. For ∣α∣ sufficiently small, one can embed Z into the fibre Σα. Then
Eq gives an embedding
Eq ↪ C∞0 (∆ × Y ∣ZΣ, π∗Λ0,1 ⊗ T Y )⊕C∞0 (U¯1 × X˜, π∗Λ0,1 ⊗ TX˜).
Take e ∈ Eq. For any object u˜ = (ι;A,u,φ, σ) ∈ B˜, since its domain is the central
fibre Σ ⊂ U¯1, u and σ pulls back e to a section
e(u˜) ∈ E
u˜
.
For any object u˜α = (ι;A,u,φ) ∈ B˜α, since its domain is the regular fibre Σα, one can
also pull back e to a section
e(u˜α) ∈ Eu˜α.
These sections are equivariant in the following sense. For g ∈ Γq, the action on u˜ is
g ⋅ u˜ = (ι;u, g∗σ). So we have
(g ⋅ e)(g ⋅ u˜) = g∗e(u˜).
The action on u˜α is g ⋅ u˜α = (ι;u,wg⋅α). So
(g ⋅ e)(u˜α) = e(g ⋅ u˜).
4.2.5. The thickened moduli space. The Eq-thickened moduli space is defined as
M˜Eq = {(α, u˜, e) ∣ α ∈∆, u˜ ∈ B˜α, e ∈ EqF˜α(u˜) + e(α, u˜) = 0 } . (4.5)
M˜Eq has a naturally defined Hausdorff topology. Moreover, Γq acts continuously on
M˜Eq . Notice that we have chosen a point (, u˜q , εq) ∈ M˜Eq . We first construct a local
chart of this thickened moduli space near this point.
Indeed, introduce
Mq = {ξ = (ξ, e) ∈ Tu˜q B˜ ⊕Eq ∣ Du˜q F˜ι0(ξ) + e(, u˜q ) = 0}. (4.6)
This is a vector space acted by Γq, equipped with an invariant metric. There is a
subspace consisting of pairs (ξ, e) in which ξ satisfies the infinitesimal normalization
condition, namely
Nq = {ξ = (ξ, e) ∈Mq ∣ ξ = (ι;βΣ, vΣ, ρ;v∞), ∑
g∈Γq
v∞(g ⋅wq ) ∈Hq}. (4.7)
Now we state the main technical technical result of this section. Its proof is given in
Subsection 4.3, Subsection 4.4, and Subsection 4.5.
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Proposition 4.3. There exist ǫq > 0 and a Γq-equivariant continuous map ψEq ∶ ∆ǫq ×
M
ǫq
q → M˜Eq satisfying the following conditions.
(1) ψEq(,0) = (, u˜q, εq) and ψEq is a homeomorphism onto its image.
(2) Denote ψEq(α,ξ) = (u˜αξ , eαξ ), then the map nq ∶ ∆ǫq ×M ǫqq → C defined by
nq(α,ξ) = ∑
g∈Γq
hq(uαξ (g ⋅wαq ))
is transversal to 0 ∈ C (in the topological sense) and n−1q (0) = ∆ǫq ×N ǫqq .
Now we see how we can use it to construct a local chart of M˜.
Corollary 4.4. For ǫ ∈ (0, ǫq], define
U ǫq =∆
ǫ ×N ǫq /Γq , Eǫq =∆
ǫ × N˜ ǫq ×Eq /Γq ;
let Sǫq ∶ U ǫq → Eǫq be the section induced from the map (α,ξ)↦ eαξ ; define ψǫq ∶ (Sǫq)−1(εq)→
M˜ by ψǫq(α,ξ) = [u˜αξ ] with image Fq ⊂ M˜. Then for ǫ small enough, the tuple
Cǫq = (U ǫq ,Eǫq, Sǫq, ψǫq, F ǫq )
is a local chart of M˜ around q.
Proof. Proposition 4.3 implies that (α,ξ)↦ eαξ is equivariant, hence Sǫq and ψǫq are well-
defined. It remains to show that ψǫq is a homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood
of q. For (local) surjectivity, if u˜ = (ι;A,u,φ) ∈ M˜ sufficiently close to q, then there
exists w ∈ Σ∗ such that ∑
g∈Γq
hq(uφq(g ⋅w)) = 0. (4.8)
Then (Σ∗,w) can be identified with a fibre Σα of U¯1. Moreover, (α, u˜) is in the image
of the map ψˆq constructed by Proposition 4.3. Then nq(α, u˜) = 0. By Item (2) of
Proposition 4.3, (α, u˜) ∈ ∆ǫq × N ǫqq . Hence the local surjectivity follows. The local
injectivity follows from Item (1) of Proposition 4.3. Therefore for ǫ small enough, ψǫq is
a homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of q. 
4.3. Proof of Proposition 4.3: part I. To prepare for the gluing process, we first
construct the map ψEq on the lower stratum. For r > 0, take ξ = (ι; ξ, e) ∈ M˜ rq . Consider
the family of elements
u˜app
,ξ ∶= (u˜app,ξ , eapp,ξ ) ∶= (ι0 + ι; expuq ξ, εq + e) ∈ B˜Eq , (4.9)
where exp is the exponential map in B. If we choose a right inverse Q˜Eq of
Du˜q F˜

Eq
∶ Tu˜q B˜Eq → Eu˜q , (4.10)
then by the standard implicit function theorem, for r small enough, the family (4.9)
can be corrected by adding a unique element ξ′′
,ξ ∶= (ι′′; ξ′′,ξ, e′′,ξ) ∈ Image(Q˜Eq)9 such
that for
u˜ξ ∶= (ιξ ; uξ , eξ) ∶= (ι0 + ι + ι′′,expuq (ξ + ξ′′,ξ), εq + e + e′′,ξ),
9Notice that we can choose the right inverse such that ι′′ = 0.
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one has
F˜ Eq(u˜ξ ) = eξ(u˜ξ) + F˜(u˜ξ) = 0.10
The existence of the right inverse Q˜Eq is due to the surjectivity Du˜q F˜

Eq
. In order to
guarantee Item (2) of Proposition 4.3, we need to impose the following condition on
Q˜Eq : for any ξ = (ι; ξ, e) ∈ Image(Q˜Eq) ⊂ Tu˜q ⊕Eq, if in ξ the infinitesimal deformation
of the soliton σq is v ∈W 1,p(R × S1, σ∗qTX˜), then we require that
∑
g∈Γq
v(g ⋅wq ) ∈Hq.
We call this condition the infinitesimal normalization condition. Since the exact
solution u˜ξ is obtained from the approximate solution by adding an element in the
image of the right inverse, the infinitesimal normalization condition implies
∑
g∈Γq
hq(uξ(g ⋅wq )) = 0. (4.11)
4.4. Gluing.
4.4.1. Pregluing. Let α = e−(4T+iθ) ∈ ∆˚ be a (small) gluing parameter. We first introduce
a notation which will be used frequently. Let f be a map/section defined on a cylinder[a, b]×S1 (where a, b could be infinity). We define t ∗α(f), called the α-twist of f , to be
the map/section defined on [a + 4T, b + 4T ] × S1 which has the expression
t ∗α(f)(s, t) = e−λθ ⋅ f(s − 4T, t − θ)11.
Now given an arbitrary smooth u˜ = (ι;A,u,φ, σ) ∈ B˜, we would like to construct for
each gluing parameter α a preglued object u˜appα . Recall that C ⊂ Σ∗ has a cylindrical
coordinate so that C is identified with [0,+∞) × S1. Let CT ⊂ C be the closed subset
corresponding to [T,+∞) × S1. We cut Σ∗ into the following pieces
Σ∗ = [Σ ∖CT ] ∪ [CT ∖C3T ] ∪C3T .
By the asymptotic behavior of the section u, there is a loop υ˜ ∶ S1 → X˜ such that
eiλtυ˜ is a constant in X˜γ , and such that uφ converges to υ˜(t) exponentially as s → +∞.
Then for T sufficiently large, there is ζΣ ∈ W 1,p([T,+∞) × S1, υ˜∗TX˜) such that over
CT , uφ(s, t) = expυ˜(t) ζΣ(s, t). For the same reason, there exists ζ∞ ∈ W 1,p((−∞,−T ] ×
S1, υ˜∗TX˜) such that over (−∞,−T ] × S1, σ(s, t) = expυ˜(t) ζ∞(s, t). Then the α-twist
t ∗ασ is still asymptotic to υ˜, and we have
(t ∗ασ)(s, t) = expυ˜(s,t) (t ∗α(ζ∞)(s, t)), (s, t) ∈ (−∞,3T ] × S1.
10Recall that eξ(u˜

ξ) is defined by pulling back the vector e

ξ ∈ Eq by the section part of u

ξ ∈ B˜
.
11Here λ = im/r ∈ g′ is the Lie algebra vector so that exp(2piλ) = γ. The action on the values of f
by e−λθ in this expression will be understood from the context.
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Choose a cut-off function ρ ∶ R → [0,1] such that ρ(s) = 0 for s ≤ 0, ρ(s) = 1 for
s ≥ 1/2. Let ρTΣ(s) = 1 − ρ(s/T − 1), ρT∞(s) = ρ(s/T − 5/2)12. Define uappα ∈ Γ(Σ∗, Y )
uappα =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
u, Σ ∖CT ,
φ[ expυ˜(t) (ρTΣζΣ + ρT∞t ∗αζ∞)], CT ∖C3T ,
φ[(t ∗ασ)(s, t)], C3T .
(4.12)
On the other hand, we use the same connection A and the same frame φ in the
approximate solution, namely Aappα = A and φ
app
α = φα. The preglued object in the
space B˜α is defined as
u˜appα = (ι;Aappα , uappα , φ).
Apply the pregluing construction for the family u˜ξ = (u˜ξ , eξ) constructed in Subsec-
tion 4.3, which gives a family of approximate solutions
u˜appα,ξ ∶= (u˜appα,ξ , eappα,ξ ), where eappα,ξ = eξ .
Among this family there is a central one corresponding to ξ = 0, denoted by u˜appα,q .
Recall that ξ lies in the set M rq for some r > 0. It is easy to see that if r is small
enough and (α,ξ) ∈ (∆r ∖ {}) × M˜ rq , we can write
u˜appα,ξ = (u˜appα,ξ , eappα,ξ ) = (expu˜appα,q ξ′α,ξ, eappα,q + e′α,ξ), where ξα,ξ ∈ Tu˜appα,q B˜α. (4.13)
4.4.2. Estimates. The domain of the approximate soliton is identified with the punc-
tured surface Σ. We can regard the approximate solution as an element of the Banach
manifold B˜κ. The norm of its tangent space and the norm on the Banach vector bundles
are not modified though we have a varying gluing parameter.
We look for a family of solutions to the equation F˜ αEq(u˜) = 0 which are close to the
family u˜appα,ξ . We first state a few technical results.
Lemma 4.5. There exist r1, c1, τ1 > 0 such that for (α,ξ) ∈ ∆˚r1 × M˜ r1q ,
∥F˜ αEq(u˜appα,ξ )∥ ≤ c1∣α∣τ1. (4.14)
Proof. See Subsection 5.1. 
Lemma 4.6. There exist r2 ∈ (0, r1], c2 > 0 and a family of bounded linear operators
Q˜αEq ∶ E ∣u˜appα,q → Tu˜appα,q B˜α ⊕Eq, ∀α ∈ ∆˚r2
satisfying the following conditions.
(1) For each α, Q˜αEq is a right inverse of Du˜
app
α,q
F˜ αEq and ∥Q˜αq ∥ ≤ c2.
12Roughly, ρΣT starts to decrease at s = T and gets to zero at s =
3T
2
; ρ∞T starts to increase at s = 5T /2
and gets to one at s = 3T .
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(2) For each α and ξ = (ι; ξ, e) ∈ Image(Q˜αEq), if in ξ the deformation of the section
is v ∈W 1,p(Σ, (uappα,q )∗T Y ), then
∑
g∈Γq
v(g ⋅wαq ) ∈ Hq.13 (4.15)
Proof. See Subsection 5.5. 
4.4.3. Exact solutions. Recall the following version of the implicit function theorem.
Proposition 4.7 (Implicit Function Theorem). [19, Proposition A.3.4] Let X, Y , U ,
F , Q, d, c be as follows. X ,Y are Banach spaces, U ⊂ X is an open neighborhood
of the origin and F ∶ U → Y is a continuously differentiable map such that DF (oX) ∶
X → Y is surjective and Q ∶ Y →X is a bounded right inverse to DF (oX). Moreover,
∥Q∥ ≤ c, Bd(X) ⊂U , (4.16)
∥x∥ < dÔ⇒ ∥DF (x) −DF (oX)∥ ≤ 1
2c
. (4.17)
Then, if x′ ∈X satisfies
∥F (x′)∥ < d
4c
, ∥x′∥ < d
8
, (4.18)
there exists a unique x ∈X such that
F (x) = 0, x −x′ ∈ ImageQ, ∥x∥ ≤ d. (4.19)
Moreover, ∥x −x′∥ ≤ 2c∥F (x′)∥. (4.20)
Let r2 be the one of Lemma 4.6 and fix α ∈ ∆˚r2 . Define XαEq = Tu˜appα,q B˜
α
Eq
. We identify
points in B˜αEq near u˜
app
α,q with tangent vectors in X
α
Eq
, using the exponential map of
B˜αEq = B˜α × Eq. This gives a small neighborhood UαEq ⊂ XαEq of the origin. For each
x ∈ UαEq , let u˜x ∈ B˜
α
Eq
be the corresponding point in the Banach manifold. On the
other hand, define Y αEq ∶= E ∣u˜appα,q . Parallel transport between nearby objects induces a
continuous trivialization E ∣UαEq ≃ UαEq ×Y αEq . Then consider the map F αEq ∶ UαEq → Y αEq
given by F αEq(x) = F˜ αEq(u˜x). Let QαEq ∶ Y αEq → XαEq be the operator given in Lemma
4.6, which is a right inverse to DF αEq(oX). Take c = c2 where c2 is the one in Lemma
4.6.
To apply Proposition 4.7 there are two conditions yet to check. The following two
lemmata can be proved via straightforward calculation.
Lemma 4.8. There exist d = dq > 0, r3 ∈ (0, r2] such that
α ∈ ∆˚r3 , x ∈UαEq , ∥x∥ ≤ dÔ⇒ ∥DF αEq(x) −DF αEq(oX)∥ ≤ 110c .
Lemma 4.9. For any d > 0, there exists r = r(d) ∈ (0, r3] such that for α ∈ ∆˚r and
ξ ∈ M˜ rq , u˜
app
α,ξ lies in the d-neighborhood of u˜
app
α,q .
13Notice that by construction, the approximate solution u˜appα,q still has the Γq symmetry on C3T . So
if the section part of u˜appα,q is u
app
α,q , then u
app
α,q (g ⋅w
α) = uq(g ⋅w

q ) = xq is the same point for all g ∈ Γq.
So this condition is well-defined.
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Then the tuple (XαEq ,Y αEq ,UαEq ,F αEq ,QαEq ,d,c) satisfies the hypothesis of Proposi-
tion 4.7. Moreover, by Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.9, there exists r4 ∈ (0, r3] such that
for (α,ξ) ∈ ∆˚r4 ×M˜ r4q , u˜appα,ξ is identified with a point x′α,ξ ∈XaEq satisfying (4.18). Then
by the implicit function theorem, there exists a unique xα,ξ satisfying (4.19), i.e.,
F αEq(xαξ) = 0, xαξ −x′α,ξ ∈ Image(Qαq ), ∥xαξ∥ ≤ d.
So we have actually proved
Proposition 4.10. There exist ǫq > 0 such that for every α ∈ ∆˚ǫq and ξ ∈ M˜
ǫq
q , there
exists a unique ξ′′α,ξ = (ι′′; ξ′′α,ξ, e′′α,ξ) ∈ Image(Q˜αEq), such that if we denote
u˜αξ ∶= (ιαξ ; uαξ , eαξ) ∶= (ιξ + ι′′; expuapp
α,ξ
(ξappα,ξ + ξ′′α,ξ), eappα,ξ + e′′α,ξ),
then F˜ αEq(u˜αξ ) = 0 and ∥ξ′′α,ξ∥ ≤ d.
4.5. Proof of Proposition 4.3: part II. Proposition 4.10 allows us to define the
map
ψEq ∶∆ǫq ×M ǫqq → M˜Eq , ψEq(α,ξ) = (ιαξ ;uαξ , eαξ ).
Now we prove that this map satisfies the conditions of Proposition 4.3.
4.5.1. Normalization. By (4.11), each member of the family u˜ξ for ξ ∈ N
ǫq
q satisfies the
normalization condition. So by the pregluing construction, the approximate solutions
u˜
app
α,ξ for ξ ∈ N
ǫq
q all satisfy the normalization condition. Since the exact solutions are
corrected from approximate solutions by adding elements in the image of the right
inverse, by Lemma 4.6, the normalization condition persists. This proves that ∆ǫq ×
N
ǫq
q ⊂ n−1q (0). On the other hand, the function nq(,ξ) is transversal to 0 and vanishes
at N
ǫq
q . It follows that for ǫq sufficiently small, nq(α,ξ) is also transversal to zero and
n−1q (0) =∆ǫq ×N ǫqq . This proves Item (2) of Proposition 4.3.
4.5.2. Injectivity. We prove that ψEq is injective. Injectivity on the lower stratum
follows from the usual implicit function theorem. Indeed, the difference between an
approximate solution and the corresponding exact solution is in the image of the right
inverse of the linearization, while by construction, different approximate solutions differ
by elements in the kernel of the linearization. Hence for two different elements of
M
ǫq
q , which corresponds to different approximate solutions, their corresponding exact
solutions are also different.
Now we explain why injectivity holds in the higher stratum. Suppose it is not the
case, then there exist (αi,ξi) ∈ ∆˚ǫq × M˜ ǫqq , i = 1,2, such that
ψEq(α1,ξ1) = ψEq(α2,ξ2) ∈ M˜Eq .
Since the underlying marked curves of u˜α1ξ1 and u˜
α2
ξ2
are isomorphic, the gluing parame-
ters α1 and α2 are identical. Then ξ1 = ξ2 follows from the implicit function theorem.
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4.5.3. Surjectivity. Now we prove the surjectivity of ψEq . Define l
α
Eq
∶ M˜ ǫqq →XαEq by
lαEq(ξ) = xαξ = xappα,ξ +x′α,ξ.
By shrinking ǫq a little, we may assume that l
α
Eq
is defined over the closure of M˜
ǫq
q .
Lemma 4.11. There exist d′ ∈ (0,d] and ǫ′q ∈ (0, ǫq] such that for each α ∈ ∆˚ǫ′q ,
Bd
′(XαEq) ∩ (F αEq)−1(0) is contained in lαEq(N˜ ǫqq ).
Proof. Suppose the lemma is not true. Then there is a sequence αi → 0 and a sequence
of points yi ∈ (F αiEq)−1(0) which is not in the image of lαiEq , and ∥yi∥→ 0. Then consider
the segment syi for s ∈ [0,1]. By using Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.8, one can show that
as i →∞, F αiEq(syi) converges to zero uniformly in s. Hence we can apply the implicit
function theorem: for each s, there exists a unique wi(s) such that
F αiEq(syi +wi(s)) = 0, wi(s) ∈ Image(QαiEq), ∥wi(s)∥ ≤ d.
Moreover, by (4.19), ∥wi(s)∥ ≤ 2c∥F αiEq(syi)∥→ 0.
Denote yi(s) = syi +wi(s), whose norm converges uniformly to zero as i → ∞. Note
that for each i, yi(0) lies in the image of lαiEq . Suppose si is the largest number in [0,1]
such that yi([0, si)) ⊂ Image(lαiEq). Then yi(si) ∈ lαiEq(∂M˜ ǫqq ). Take ξi ∈ ∂M˜ ǫqq such that
yi(si) = xαiξi = xappαi,ξi +x′αi,ξi . So ∥xappαi,ξi∥ is bounded from below14. However, by Lemma
4.5 and (4.20), ∥x′αi,ξi∥ ≤ 2c∥F αiEq(xappαi,ξi)∥→ 0.
Then
lim inf
i→∞
∥yi(si)∥ ≥ lim inf
i→∞
∥xappαi,ξi∥ > 0.
This contradicts the convergence ∥yi(s)∥→ 0. The lemma is proved. 
Suppose the surjectivity doesn’t hold, then there exists a sequence of points qˆk ∈ M˜Eq
converging to qˆ and qˆk ∉ ψEq(∆ǫq × M˜ ǫqq ). It suffices to consider the case that all qˆk are
in the top stratum, i.e., they are genuine objects
u˜
αk
k = (ιk;Ak, uk, φk,wαkq ) ∈ B˜αk
converging in weak topology to u˜q = (ι0;uq ,wq ). Then for k large enough, we can write
u
αk
k = expuappαk,q ξk. Here ξk is at least a continuous object whose C
0 norm converges to
zero.
To use Lemma 4.11, one needs to prove that ξk ∈ Tuappαk,qBαk and limk→∞ ∥ξk∥ = 0.
Indeed, the domains of both uαkk and u
app
αk,q are identified with Σ. By the definition of
convergence which requires no energy is lost, for any ǫ > 0, there exist Kǫ > 0 and Tǫ > 0
such that the energy of uαkk over the neck region C2Tǫ ∖C4Tk−2Tǫ is smaller than ǫ for all
14Recall that xappαi,ξi
is obtained by pregluing the singular object u˜ξi . Since ξi = (ιi; ξi, ei) is on the
boundary of M˜
ǫq
q , either ∣ιi∣+ ∣ei∣ is bounded from below or ∥ξi∥ is bounded from below. In the former
case the pregluing construction implies our claim. In the latter case, a certain kind of elliptic estimate
shows that the C0 distance between the singular object uξi and u

q is bounded from below. Then the
pregluing construction also implies our claim.
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k ≥ Kǫ. Here 4Tk = − log ∣αk∣. Then over this neck region, both uαkk and uappαk ,q are close
to the critical point υ. One can estimate the norms of ξk over the neck region as in the
Hamiltonian Floer theory, and the norm can be arbitrarily small if ǫ is small and k is
big. On the other hand, over the complement of the neck region, the C0 smallness of
ξk together with the elliptic regularity shows that the norm of ξk ∈ Tuappαk,qBαk can also
be arbitrarily small if k is big.
Then for large k, xk ∶= (ιk − ι0; ξk, ǫq) ∈Bd′(Xαkq ), where d′ is given by Lemma 4.11.
Hence xk = l
αk
Eq
(ξk) for some ξk ∈ M˜ ǫqq . This contradicts our assumption. Hence we
proved the surjectivity.
A well-known theorem in topology says that a continuous bijection from a compact
space to a Hausdorff space is necessarily a homeomorphism. Since the domain of the
map ψEq is locally compact while the target of ψEq is Hausdorff, it follows that ψEq is
a homeomorphism onto its image. This finishes the proof of Proposition 4.3.
4.6. Boundary charts for BPS soliton solutions. Suppose u˜q ∶= (ι0;uq;σq) is a
BPS soliton solution representing a point q ∈ M˜b ⊂ M˜. In this subsection we will
construct a local chart with boundary of the compactified moduli space M˜ around q.
By definition, if we set σγq = eimt/rσq, then the image of σ
γ
q is contained in X˜γ and is
a nonconstant solution to the ODE
dσ
γ
q
ds
+HδqW (σγq (s)) = 0, lims→−∞σγq (s) = δqυ, lims→+∞σγq (s) = δqκ. (4.21)
We also view σγq as a map from R × S1 which is independent of the second variable t.
Set wq = (0,0) ∈ R × S1 be a reference point and set xq ∶= σγq (wq) ∈ X˜γ. Then there is
a real hyperplane Hq ⊂ TxqX˜ which is transverse to σ
γ
q . Choose a function hq ∶ X˜ → R
which is locally a linear function near xq vanishing on expxq Hq.
Lemma 4.12. If the perturbation is small enough, then there exists a finite-dimensional
subspace E∞ ⊂ C∞0 (R × X˜γ, T X˜γ) ⊂ C∞0 (R × S1 × X˜, T X˜) such that
Image(Dσq F˜ ′∞(u˜q; ⋅)) + (σq)∗(e−imt/rE∞) = E ′∞∣σq .
Proof. Dσq F˜ ′∞(u˜q; ⋅) is essentially
v∞ ↦ ∇sv∞ + J∂tv∞ +Dv∞(HδqW (σγq )). (4.22)
The last term is the Hessian of the perturbed superpotential applied to v∞. It is a
standard fact that when the Hessian is sufficiently small (in C0 sense), obstructions
only come from sections of Fourier mode zero, i.e., one can construct E∞ from sections
which are invariant in the circle direction. It is indeed the case when the perturbation
is sufficiently small, since the energy is proportional to the difference of critical values
of the two critical points, and hence the solution should be sufficiently close to (⋆,0)
where the Hessian of the unperturbed superpotential vanishes. 
Choose E∞ ⊂ Lp(R × X˜γ , T X˜γ) as in Lemma 4.12. As before, for the principal
component one can find an obstruction space EΣ. Then we define
Eq ∶= EΣ ⊕E∞
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which has a trivial S1-action. We can also define a thickened moduli space M˜Eq as (4.5),
while we have constructed an element qˆ from u˜q by adding the marking w

q . Notice
that since Eq is S1-invariant, there is an S1-action in a neighborhood of qˆ that has a
free S1-action.
To construct a local chart of the thickened moduli M˜Eq around qˆ, introduce the
following vector space as before (see (4.6))
Mq ∶= {ξ = (ξ, e) ∈ Tu˜q B˜ ⊕Eq ∣ Du˜q F˜ι0(ξ) + e(, u˜q ) = 0}.
Moreover, to induce a local chart of M˜, introduce a real hypersurface (compare to (4.7))
Nq ∶= {ξ = (ξ, e) ∈Mq ∣ ξ = (βΣ, vΣ, ρ;v∞), ∫
S1
v∞(0, θ)dθ ∈ Hq}.
Mq and Nq have trivial S1-actions. For r > 0, let M rq (resp. N rq ) be the radius r ball
centered at the origin. Note that there is a homeomorphism
(∆r ×N rq )/S1 ≃ [0, r) ×N rq .
This is the local model of the boundary charts. More precisely, we have the following
proposition analogous to Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.13. There exist ǫq > 0 and an S1-equivariant continuous map ψEq ∶
∆ǫq ×M ǫqq → M˜Eq satisfying the following conditions.
(1) ψEq(,0) = (, u˜q, εq) and ψEq is a homeomorphism onto its image.
(2) Denote ψEq(α,ξ) = (u˜αξ , eαξ ), then the map nq ∶ ∆ǫq ×M ǫqq → R defined by
nq(α,ξ) = ∫
S1
hq(uαξ(wαq + iθ))dθ
is transversal to 0 ∈ R (in the topological sense) and n−1q (0) = ∆ǫq ×N ǫqq .
Proof. By the pregluing construction and applying the implicit function theorem, one
can obtain ǫq > 0 and a family of exact solutions
{u˜αξ = (u˜αξ , eαξ ) ∣ α ∈∆ǫq , ξ ∈ M˜ ǫqq }.
The S1-equivariance can be checked at each step of the construction so that the family
only depends on t = ∣α∣15. The only thing we want to emphasize is, one needs to choose
a right inverse Q˜′σq to Dσq F˜ ′∞(u˜q; ⋅) which respects the S1 symmetry and which satisfies
that, for any v∞ ∈ Image(Q˜′σq) ⊂W 1,p(R × S1, σ∗qTX˜γ),
∫
S1
v∞(0, θ)dθ ∈Hq, (4.23)
i.e., the infinitesimal normalization condition. 
Proposition 4.13 implies the following corollary which is analogous to Corollary 4.4.
15Lemma 4.12 is necessary to have the S1 symmetry.
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Corollary 4.14. For ǫ ∈ (0, ǫq], define
U ǫq = [0, ǫ) ×N ǫq , Eǫq = U ǫq ×Eq;
let Sǫq ∶ U ǫq → Eǫq be the section induced from the map (α,ξ)↦ eαξ ; define ψǫq ∶ (Sǫq)−1(0)→
M˜ by ψǫq(t,ξ) = [u˜tξ] with image F ǫq ⊂ M˜. Then for ǫ sufficiently small, the tuple
Cǫq = (U ǫq ,Eǫq , Sǫq, ψǫq, F ǫq ) is a local chart (with boundary) of M˜ around q.
Proof. The local surjectivity of ψǫq follows from Item (1) of Proposition 4.13; the local
injectivity follows from the lemma below whose proof is left to the reader. 
Lemma 4.15. There is a neighborhood U˜q ⊂ M˜ of q satisfying the following conditions.
(1) For any u˜ ∈ (ι;A,u,φ) ∈ U˜q ∩ M˜∗, there exists a unique s ∈ R such that
∫
S1
hq(u(s, θ))dθ = 0. (4.24)
(2) For any soliton solution representing a point in U˜q∩M˜ whose soliton component
is σ, there exists a unique s ∈ R such that
∫
S1
hq(σ(s, θ))dθ = 0.
Corollary 4.16. When the perturbation Pι0 is small enough, M˜ is the disjoint union
of M˜s and M˜b, both of which are compact.
Proof. For each q ∈ M˜b and (,ξ) ∈ (Sǫq)−1(0), ψEq(,ξ) is represented by a soliton
solution. The S1-equivariance of ψEq implies that it is a BPS soliton solution. Hence
the image of ψǫq is disjoint from M˜s, so M˜s is closed. On the other hand, M˜b is also
closed since a sequence of S1-invariant solutions cannot converge to a non-invariant
solution. Therefore the corollary holds. 
5. Technical Details of Gluing
In this section, we provide the details about certain notions used in Section 4. Mean-
while, we prove Lemma 4.5 and Lemma 4.6 in the gluing construction.
5.1. Proof of Lemma 4.5. Recall the approximate solution u˜appα,ξ is obtained by preglu-
ing the singular solution u˜ξ = (ιξ ;Aξ , uξ , φξ , eξ) on the long cylinder CT ∖C3T ⊂ C ⊂ Σ∗.
We use the simplified notation
u˜appα,ξ = u˜α = (ια;φα,Aα, uα, eα)
which won’t cause confusion within this proof.
The approximate solution fails to be a solution to the augmented vortex equation on
the infinite cylinder CT . To estimate the failure, recall that we denoted
V(A,u,ϕ) = ( ∗ FA + νµ(u), d∗(A −A0)) ∈ Lpτ(Σ∗,g)⊕Lpτ(Σ∗,g).
Notice that by our definition Aα = Aξ which still satisfy d
∗(Aα − A0) = 0. Hence we
only have to estimate the first term. Let VE be the map that includes variables from
the obstruction space E = Eq. Since the volume form decays like e−2s, one has
∥VE(u˜α, eα)∥ = ∥ ∗FAα + νµ(uα) + π2(eα)∥Lpτ ≤ ∥νµ(uα) − νµ(u)∥Lpτ ≤ c2e−(2−τ)T . (5.1)
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Here π2(eα) is the projection of the obstruction eα onto Lpτ(Σ∗,g)⊕Lpτ(Σ∗,g).
Now we estimate WE(u˜α, eα). Similar to the case of gluing pseudoholomorphic
curves, it is nonzero only in the long cylinder CT ∖C3T . We only estimate over CT ∖C2T
and the case for the other half of the long cylinder is the same. To estimate the failure
over this long cylinder, first introduce the “constant” solution
υ˜(s, t) = e− imtr υ.
(It actually depends on A and φ.) Then we can write
uα(s, t) = expυ˜ (ρΣT (s)ζΣ(s, t)), (s, t) ∈ CT ∖C2T ,
which is very close to υ˜. We write the differential of the exponential map on X˜ as
d expx v = E1(x, expx v)dx +E2(x, expx v)∇v;
for ∣V ∣ sufficiently small, E1,E2 are sufficiently close to the parallel transport hence has
bounded norm. Then there exists c2 > 0 such that
∣∂suα∣ = ∣E2(υ˜, uα) ⋅ ∇s(ρΣT ζΣ)∣ ≤ c2∣∇s(ρΣT ζΣ)∣;
∣∂tuα +X im
r
(uα)∣ = ∣E2(υ˜, uα) ⋅ ∇t(βΣT ζΣ)∣ ≤ c2∣∇t(βΣT ζΣ)∣.
On the other hand we write Aα = d+ imr dt+ φαds+ψαdt. Then over CT ∖C2T , for some
c3 > 0, one has
2∣WE(u˜α)∣ = ∣∂suα +Xφα(uα) + J(∂tuα +Xψα+ imr (uα)) +HW (u˜α)∣
≤ ∣Xφα(uα) + JXψα(uα)∣ + ∣HW (u˜α) −HW (υ˜)∣ + ∣E2 ⋅ ∇s(ρΣT ζΣ)∣ + ∣E2 ⋅ ∇t(ρΣT ζΣ)∣
≤ c3(∣φα∣ + ∣ψα∣ + ∣ζΣ∣ + ∣∇ζΣ∣).
There is a similar estimate on the other half C2T ∖C3T by replacing ζΣ with the α-twist
of ζ∞. Notice that φα, ψα, ζΣ and ζ∞ decay exponentially, in a rate faster than e−τ1s for
some τ1 > 0.
5.2. The inhomogeneous term. From now on to the end of this section, we prove
Lemma 4.6. Here we give a more explicit characterization of the gradient vector field
∇WA,φ ∈ Γ(Y,π∗Ω0,1Σ∗ ⊗ T Y ). The details can be found in [29].
Fact 5.1. The following facts are true.
(1) Over the cylindrical end C ⊂ Σ∗, there is a function h ∶ C → gC depending on A
satisfying: 1) the correspondence A ↦ h is affine linear; 2) with respect to the
trivialization φ,
A = d + im
r
dt + φds + ψdt = d + im
r
dt + ∂h + ∂h¯;
3) if φ,ψ ∈ W 1,pτ (C,g) for some p > 2 and τ > 0, then h ∈ W 2,pτ (C,gC), and the
derivative is a bounded operator from W 1,pτ (C,Λ1 ⊗ g) to W 2,pτ (C,gC).
(2) There is also a smooth function A ↦ δ ∈ (0,1) and δ only depends on the
restriction of A to a fixed compact subset of C (see [29, Definition 2.15]).
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(3) For u = (A,u), over the cylindrical end C we have
∇WA(u) =HW (u) = φ(HδW (h,uφ)).
Here at z = (s, t) ∈ C, HδW depends smoothly on δ and (h(s, t), uφ(s, t)) ∈ gC× X˜.
(4) The derivative of HW (u) in δ is supported in C.
(5) For any h, the set of zeroes of HδW (h, ⋅) is
Zero(HδW (h, ⋅)) = δeh ⋅CritWP ∣X˜γ
Here WP is the perturbed superpotential defined by (3.2) (in our situation WP
depends on ι) and δ is viewed as an element of the group of R-symmetries acting
on X˜.
5.2.1. The linearized operator. Now we look at the linearization of FΣ ∶ BΣ → EΣ. In
three components,
FΣ(u) = ( ∂Au +HW (u), ∗FA + νµ(u), d∗(A −A0) ).
We denote by WΣ(u) the first component and by VΣ(u) the second and the third
components. We look more carefully at DuWΣ ∶ R ⊕ TuBΣ → EΣ∣u over the cylindrical
end C. Here the first R factor parametrizes deformations of ι, i.e. the perturbation of
the superpotential. We write
DuWΣ(βΣ, vΣ) ∶=D′Σ(βΣ, vΣ) +D′′Σ(βΣ) +D′′′Σ (βΣ). (5.2)
Here the first summand is
D′Σ(βΣ, vΣ) =D0,1A (vΣ) +Xβ0,1
Σ
(u) +DvΣHW (u).
The second and the third summands of (5.2) are
D′′Σ(βΣ) = φ(DhHδW (h,uφ)) ○DβΣh (5.3)
D′′′Σ (βΣ) =D0,1A (vβΣ) + φ(DδHδW (h,uφ)) ○DβΣδ. (5.4)
Here vβΣ is a vector field along u supported in C (which may have nonzero limit at
infinity) which appears because changing the gauge field will change the asymptotic
limit of solutions. On the other hand, the linearization of VΣ reads
DuVΣ(βΣ, vΣ) = ( ∗ dβΣ + νdµ(u) ⋅ (vΣ + vβΣ), d∗βΣ ).
For the approximate solution (uα, eα), we will use the same type of symbols by
replacing the subscripts Σ by α. For example, the derivative the Witten equation will
be decomposed as
DuαWα(βα, vα) = D′α(βα, vα) +D′′α(βα) +D′′′α (βα).
5.3. Augmentation of solitons. By definition, a soliton is only a solution to the
Floer equation over the cylinder. However, to be glued with solutions over the principal
component which has gauge fields, we need to regard a soliton as a map together with
a flat connection. This is what we called an augmentation.
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5.3.1. Some de Rham and Dolbeault theory on the cylinder. To add a gauge field to the
soliton component, we need some more preparations. For k ≥ 0, p > 2, let RW k,pτ (Θ) be
the Banach space of functions f on the cylinder Θ such that
f ∣Θ+ ∈W k,pτ (Θ+); ∃af ∈ R, s.t. f ∣Θ− − af ∈W k,pτ (Θ−).
It is easy to check that the “de Rham” operator
dR ∶ RW 1,pτ (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g)→ Lpτ(Θ,g⊕ g), dR(β) = (∗dβ, d∗β). (5.5)
is a bijection. Hence it has an inverse
QdR ∶ Lpτ(Θ,g⊕ g)→ RW 1τ (Θ,g)⊕EdR. (5.6)
Similarly, the “Dolbeult” operator
dB ∶= ∂ ∶ RW 2,pτ (Θ,gC)→W 1,pτ (Θ,Λ0,1 ⊗ gC).
is an isomorphism. Its inverse is denoted by QdB.
To prepare for the gluing construction, we need to introduce a new norm depending
on a parameter T > 0. Indeed, the space W k,pτ (Θ) is weighted by the function
w∞(s, t)τ = eτ ∣s∣.
We define wT
∞
(s, t) = w∞(s + 4T, t) and define the corresponding norm by W k,pτ,T . When
k, p are clear from the context, we also abbreviate the norm by ∥ ⋅ ∥T .
Then we want to define this type of norm on RW k,pτ (Θ). Choose a cut-off function
ρ− ∶ (−∞,+∞) which is monotonic and changes from 1 to 0 over [−1,0]. Define ρ−T (s) =
ρ−(s + 4T ). Then we can decompose
RW k,pτ (Θ) ≃ R⊕W k,pτ,T (Θ), f ↦ (af , f − afρ−T ) ∶= (af , fT ). (5.7)
Then we define the norm over RW k,pτ (Θ) by this decomposition, namely
∥f∥
RW
k,p
τ,T
= ∥af∥ + ∥fT ∥W k,pτ .
Denote the space equipped with this norm by RW k,pτ,T (Θ).
5.3.2. Augmenting soliton solutions. Recall that for fixed ι = ι0, given φ ∈ Fr and(A,u) ∈ BφΣ, solitons connecting υ and κ live in a Banach manifold which depends on
the parameters ι0, φ and the value of δ (which depends on A).
The augmentations of solitons live in a bigger Banach manifold. Let B∞ be the
set of pairs s = (σ,ϑ), where σ is a W 1,ploc -map from Θ to X , and ϑ ∈ RW 1,pτ (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g).
Moreover, we require the following asymptotic condition on σ. Namely, σ is approximate
to δκ (resp. δυ) at +∞ (resp. −∞) in the W 1,p-fashion. Namely, for S >> 0, one can
write
σ(z) = expδκ ξ+(z), z ∈ [S,+∞) × S1, where ξ+ ∈W 1,p([S,+∞) × S1, TδκX˜)
(resp. σ(z) = expδυ ξ−(z), z ∈ (−∞,−S] × S1, where ξ− ∈W 1,p((−∞,−S] × S1, TδυX˜)) .
We define a bundle E∞ → B∞ by the direct sum
E∞∣s = E ′∞∣s ⊕ E ′′∞∣s = Lp(Θ,Λ0,1 ⊗ σ∗TX˜)⊕Lpτ,T (Θ,g⊕ g).
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Notice that norm on E ′
∞
is independent of T but the norm on E ′′
∞
depends on T . Now
we define a family of sections of E∞. Recall that the soliton equation defines a section
F ′
∞
∶ B′
∞
→ E ′
∞
which reads
∂σ
∂s
+ J[∂σ
∂t
+X im
r
(σ)] +HδW (0, σ) = 0. (5.8)
The augmented soliton equation, which includes the variable ϑ, is defined as follows.
For ϑ ∈ RW 1,pτ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g), define
hϑT = QdB((ϑT )0,1) ∈ RW 2,pτ,T(Θ,g ⊗C), hTϑ = hTϑT ∈W 2,pτ,T(Θ,g ⊗ C). (5.9)
Then the norm of the correspondence ϑ ↦ hTϑ is independent of T . Then define
F˜ δ
∞,T(s) = (F˜ ′∞,T(s), F˜ ′′∞,T (s)) = (∂ϑTσ +HδW (hTϑ , σ), ∗dϑ, d∗ϑ) (5.10)
It is easy to to see that the only solution ϑ ∈ B′′
∞
for F˜ ′′
∞
(ϑ) = (∗dϑ, d∗ϑ) = 0 is ϑ = 0,
and for ϑ = 0, F˜ ′
∞
(s) = 0 reduces to (5.8).
Then consider the linearization of F˜ δ
∞,T . For fixed δ, denote this linearization at a
soliton s by
D∞,T ∶ TsBδ∞ → E∞∣s .
By the expression (5.10), we can write
D∞,T = [ D′∞ U∞,T
0 D′′
∞,T
] .
Here D′′
∞,T is the operator dR of (5.5), and D
′
∞
is the linearization of the original soliton
equation at σ. The off-diagonal term
U∞,T ∶ RW 1,pτ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g)→W 1,p(Θ,Λ0,1 ⊗ σ∗TX˜)
is the derivative of F˜ ′
∞,T with respect to the variation of the gauge filed ϑ. Among them
, the norms on the domain and the target of D′
∞
are independent of T .
Lemma 5.2. The norm of U∞,T is uniformly bounded for all T >> 0.
Proof. This is because the norms on E ′
∞
∣s is un-weighted while the norm on TsB′′∞ is
weighted by the function wT
∞
≥ 1. 
5.4. Right inverses along the soliton solution. To construct a right inverse for
approximate solutions, we only need to consider the case for fixed value of ι. Hence we
suppress the use of ι and ˜ in the notations. Given a soliton solution (which is already
augmented in the above fashion) u = (u, s), we can write the linearized operator as
DT = [ DΣ 0
TΣ
∞
D∞,T
] . (5.11)
Here DΣ is the linearization of the gauged Witten equation (including the gauge fixing)
for the solution over the principal component. D∞,T is the linearization of the operatorF˜ δ
∞,T . The off-diagonal term T
Σ
∞
is the derivative of the term HδW (hTϑ , σ) in the direction
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of variations of variables on the principal component, via the variation of the real
parameter δ. More precisely,
TΣ
∞
(ξΣ) = TΣ∞(βΣ, vΣ) = ∂∂δHδW (hTϑ , σ) ○
∂δ
∂βΣ
.
Notice that it is of rank one. Moreover, it only depends on the restriction of βΣ over a
fixed compact subset of C (see Item (2) of Fact 5.1).
When we include the obstruction spaces, we also denote the linearized operator by
DT and the same symbols of the components DΣ, T
Σ
∞
and D∞,T .
Now we construct a right inverse of D∞,T . Notice that before augmenting the soliton
σ, we have chosen a right inverse (independent of T )
Q−
∞
∶ E ′
∞
∣σ → TσB′∞ ⊕E∞.
to the linearization of the soliton equation plus the obstruction E∞. On the other hand,
for (η′′
∞
, η′′′
∞
) ∈ E ′′
∞
, using the right inverse QdR (5.6) we obtain
β∞ ∶= QdR(η′′∞, η′′′∞) ∈ RW 1,pτ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g).
Then define
Q∞,T (η′∞, η′′∞, η′′′∞) = (Q−∞(η′∞ −D′∞(U∞,TQdR(η′′∞, η′′′∞)), QdR(η′′∞, η′′′∞)). (5.12)
It is easy to see that this is a bounded right inverse to D∞,T . The equivariance still
holds since Q−
∞
, D∞ and QdR are equivariant. Moreover, since the first component
above still lies in the image of Q−
∞
, the infinitesimal normalization condition (4.15) still
holds for Q∞. It then follows that
QT ∶= [ QΣ 0−Q∞,TTΣ∞QΣ Q∞,T ] (5.13)
is a bounded right inverse of D.
We need the following technical results.
Lemma 5.3. The norm of the operator TΣ
∞
is independent of T . Moreover, there exist
a > 0 and τ1 > 0 such that for ξΣ = (βΣ, vΣ) ∈ TuBΣ and S sufficiently large,
∥TΣ
∞
(ξΣ)∥Lp((−∞,−S]×S1∪[S,+∞)×S1) ≤ ae−τ1S∥ξΣ∥.
Proof. TΣ
∞
only depends on the parameter βΣ through the variation of δ in the gradient
term HδW . Since H
δ
W is in the space E ′∞ where the norm is not shifted, the norm of TΣ∞
is hence independent of T . The second part of this lemma follows from the exponential
decay of σ towards critical points. The details are omitted. 
Lemma 5.4. QT is uniformly bounded with respect to the norm ∥ ⋅ ∥T for all T ≥ 0.
Proof. The operator QΣ is independent of T , hence its norm is uniformly bounded.
By the above lemma, the norm of TΣ
∞
is independent of T . Hence the norm of QT
is uniformly bounded for all T ≥ 0 if we can show that Q∞,T has its norm uniformly
bounded. Indeed, the norms on the domains and the targets of D′
∞
and Q′
∞
are not
shifted hence their norms are uniformly bounded. Moreover, QdR is uniformly bounded
since it is a translation invariant operator. By Lemma 5.2, the norm of U∞,T is also
uniformly bounded. Hence by the expression of Q∞,T ((5.12)), the norm of Q∞,T is
uniformly bounded. 
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5.5. Proof of Lemma 4.6. The values of the constants ck are reset within this sub-
section.
5.5.1. The auxiliary operations. Recall the definition of uα in (4.12). One has uα∣C3T =
t ∗α(σ) and uα∣CT is very close to t ∗α(σ). Therefore one can define the parallel transport
p∞ ∶W 1,p([−3T,+∞) × S1, σ∗TX˜)→W 1,p(CT , u∗αT Y ),
p∞ ∶ Lp([−3T,+∞) × S1,Λ0,1 ⊗ σ∗TX˜)→ Lp(CT ,Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗αT Y ).
Similarly we define
pΣ ∶W 1,p(Σ ∖C3T , u∗T Y )→W 1,p(Σ ∖C3T , u∗αT Y ),
pΣ ∶ Lp(Σ ∖C3T ,Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗T Y )→ Lp(Σ ∖C3T ,Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗αT Y ).
Choose h̵ ∈ (0,1/2) and two cut-off functions χh̵TΣ , χh̵T∞ ∶ R → [0,1] such that when
s ≤ 2T , χh̵TΣ (s) = 1; when s ≥ (2 + h̵)T , χh̵TΣ (s) = 0; when s ≥ −2T , χh̵T∞ (s) = 1; when
s ≤ −(2 + h̵)T , χh̵T
∞
(s) = 0 (see the picture). Moreover, we can have
∣∇χh̵TΣ ∣, ∣∇χh̵T∞ ∣ ≤ 2h̵T ; ∣∇2χh̵TΣ ∣, ∣∇2χh̵T∞ ∣ ≤
10
(h̵T )2 . (5.14)
Abbreviate them by χΣ and χ∞ respectively.
χΣ
0 2T (2 + h̵)T
χ∞
−(2 + h̵)T−2T 0
We define
glue ∶ TuBΣ ⊕ TsB∞ → TuαBα
as follows. Take ξΣ = (vΣ, βΣ) ∈ TuBΣ and ξ∞ = (v∞, β∞) ∈ TsB∞. Denote hβΣ = DβΣhΣ
where hΣ is the function associated to A given in Fact 5.1 and DβΣhΣ is its derivative
in βΣ direction. Therefore over C, βΣ = ∂hβΣ + ∂hβΣ . We also recall that from β∞ ∈
RW 1,pτ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g), we can decompose (see (5.7))
β∞ = ρ−Tβ
−
∞
+ βT
∞
, where βT
∞
∈W 1,pτ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g), β−∞ = lims→−∞β∞.
By (5.9) we defined hT
β∞
∈W 2,pτ,T (Θ,gC) such that
∂hTβ∞ = (βT∞)0,1 over [−4T,+∞) × S1. (5.15)
Then we define
χΣ ◇ βΣ = ∂(χΣhβΣ) + ∂(χΣhβΣ), χΣ ◇ vΣ = χΣvΣ,
χ∞ ◇ β∞ = ∂(χ∞hTβ∞) + ∂(χ∞hTβ∞), χ∞ ◇ v∞ = χ∞v∞,
and
χΣ ◇ ξΣ = (χΣ ◇ βΣ, χΣ ◇ vΣ), χ∞ ◇ ξ∞ = (χ∞ ◇ β∞, χ∞ ◇ v∞). (5.16)
Recall the parallel transport maps pΣ and p∞. We define
βα ∶= glue(βΣ, β∞) = χΣ ◇ βΣ + t ∗α(χ∞ ◇ β∞),
vα ∶= glue(vΣ, v∞) = pΣ(χΣ ◇ vΣ) + p∞(χ∞ ◇ v∞),
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and
ξα ∶= glue(ξΣ, ξ∞) = (βα, vα).
It is an infinitesimal deformation of the approximate solution. Moreover, one can extend
glue to an operator (which is denoted by the same symbol)
glue ∶ [TuBΣ ⊕EΣ]⊕ [TsB∞ ⊕E∞]→ TuαBα ⊕EΣ ⊕E∞
On the other hand, we define cut and paste as linear maps
cut ∶ Eκ∣uα → E∣u, paste ∶ E∣u → Eκ∣uα,
such that paste is a left inverse of cut . More precisely, let η = (η′, η′′, η′′′) ∈ Eα∣uα where
η′ ∈ Lp(Λ0,1 ⊗ u∗αT Y ), η′′ ∈ Lpτ(g), η′′′ ∈ Lpτ(g). Define cut(η) = (ηΣ, η∞) where
ηΣ = { (pΣ)−1(η′, η′′, η′′′), Σ ∖C2T ,
0, C2T ;
(5.17)
η∞ = { 0, Θ ∖C−2T ,(p∞)−1(η′, η′′, η′′′), C−2T . (5.18)
Here by abuse of notation, we regard pΣ and p∞ as operators on η′′ and η′′′ (indeed
identically) as “parallel transport.” On the other hand, if ηΣ = (η′Σ, η′′Σ, η′′′Σ ) ∈ EΣ∣u,
η∞ = (η′∞, η′′∞, η′′′∞) ∈ E∞∣s , then define
paste(ηΣ, η∞) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
pΣ(η′Σ, η′′Σ, η′′′Σ ), Σ ∖C2T ,
p∞(η′∞, η′′∞, η′′′∞), C2T .
5.5.2. The approximate right inverse and estimates. Recall that at the soliton solution
u = (u, s), we have a linear operator D written as in (5.11), and we have constructed
a right inverse Q written as in (5.13). Recall that the relation between α and T is
4T = − log ∣α∣. We define the approximate right inverse to Dα by
Q′α = glue ○QT ○ cut ∶ Eα∣uα → TuαBα ⊕E.
Lemma 5.5. For T sufficiently large, Q′α is bounded by a constant independent of α.
Proof. We prove this lemma by showing the three factors of Q′α are all uniformly
bounded. First, for η = (η′, η′′, η′′′) ∈ Eα∣uα, by the definition (5.17) (5.18) and the
definition of the weighted Sobolev norm ∥ ⋅ ∥T on E ′′∞ (see Subsection 5.3), comparing
the weight functions, we have ∥ηΣ∥+ ∥η∞∥T ≤ ∥ηα∥. Second, by Lemma 5.4 the norm of
QT is independent of α.
Lastly we show that glue is uniformly bounded. We only provide the detail of the
estimate of glue(β∞) where β∞ ∈ RW 1,pτ,T(Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g). For other variables the estimates
are similar and even simpler. By definition,
glue(β∞) = t ∗α(∂(χ∞hTβ∞) + ∂(χ∞hTβ∞)).
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We abbreviate ∂f + ∂f = δ(f). Let wΣ(z) be the weight function on Σ which is equal
to es over the cylindrical end. Then for some constant C > 0 which is independent of
α, we have
∥glue(β∞)∥W 1,pτ (Σ) = [∫[(2−h̵)T,+∞)×S1 ∣t ∗αδ(χ∞hTβ∞)∣
p
wΣ(z)pτdsdt]
1
p
+ [∫
[(2−h̵)T,+∞)×S1
∣∇t ∗αδ(χ∞hTβ∞)∣pwΣ(z)pτdsdt]
1
p
= [∫
[−(2+h̵)T,+∞)×S1
∣δ(χ∞hTβ∞)∣pepτ(s+4T )dsdt]
1
p
+ [∫
[−(2+h̵)T,+∞)×S1
∣∇δ(χ∞hTβ∞)∣pepτ(s+4T )dsdt]
1
p
≤ C(1 + ∥∇χ∞∥L∞ + ∥∇2χ∞∥L∞)∥hTβ∞∥W 2,pτ,T ([−(2+h̵)T,+∞)×S1).
By (5.7), (5.9), and the definition of the norm RW k,pτ,T on the cylinder, one has
∥hTβ∞∥W 2,pτ,T ([−(2+h̵)T,+∞)×S1) ≤ ∥hβT∞∥RW 2,pτ,T
On the other hand, the map
RW
1,p
τ,T (Θ,Λ1 ⊗ g) ∋ β∞ ↦ βT∞ ↦ hβT∞ ∈ RW 2,pτ,T (Θ,gC)
is uniformly bounded. Combining with (5.14), we have
∥glue(β∞)∥W 1,pτ (Σ) ≤ C∥β∞∥RW 1,pτ,T (Θ)
for some constant C > 0 independent of α. 
Lemma 5.6. There exist c > 0 such that for T sufficiently large,
∥Dα ○Q′α − Id∥ ≤ cT .
The proof of Lemma 5.6 occupies the remaining of this section. Together with Lemma
5.5 it implies that for T sufficiently large (equivalently, ∣α∣ sufficiently small), there is a
right inverse Qα to Dα having the same image of Q′α, which has a uniformly bounded
norm, independent of α, and is equivariant with respect to the symmetry group of the
soliton solution. This finishes the proof of Lemma 4.6.
5.5.3. Proof of Lemma 5.6. Take η = (η′, η′′, η′′′) ∈ Eα∣uα . Denote cut(η) = (ηΣ, η∞) and
(ξΣ, ξ∞) = QT (ηΣ, η∞) ∈ [TuBΣ ⊕EΣ]⊕ [TsB∞ ⊕E∞].
ξΣ = (βΣ, vΣ, eΣ), ξ∞ = (β∞, v∞, e∞).
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Using the notations of (5.16),
DαQ
′
α(η) = [Dα ○ glue ○QT ○ cut](η)
= Dα(βα, vα, eΣ + e∞)
= [Dα ○ pΣ − paste ○DΣ − paste ○ TΣ∞](χΣ ◇ ξΣ)
+ [Dα ○ p∞ − paste ○D∞,T ](χ∞ ◇ ξ∞)
− paste( DΣ(ξΣ − χΣ ◇ ξΣ), D∞,T(ξ∞ − χ∞ ◇ ξ∞) )
+ paste( DΣ(ξΣ), D∞,T(ξ∞) + TΣ∞(χΣ ◇ ξΣ) ) + eΣ + e∞
= ∶ I + II + III + IV.
Note that by the definitions of paste and cut , as well as the property of TΣ
∞
,
IV = paste( DΣ(ξΣ), D∞(ξ∞) + TΣ∞(χΣ ⋆ ξΣ) ) + eΣ + e∞
= paste ○ cut(η′, η′′, η′′′) = (η′, η′′, η′′′).
Then Lemma 5.6 follows from the three lemmata below. Here τ0 > 0 labels the converg-
ing rate (exponentially) of the solution towards critical points.
Lemma 5.7. For some constant c1 > 0, we have
∥I∥ ≤ c1[ 1
h̵T
+ e−τ0(2−h̵)T ]∥(η′, η′′, η′′′)∥.
Lemma 5.8. For some constant c2 > 0, we have
∥II∥ ≤ c2[ 1
h̵T
+ e−τ0(2−h̵)T ]∥(η′, η′′, η′′′)∥.
Lemma 5.9. III = 0.
Now we start to prove the three lemmata, 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. Let
π1 ∶ Eα∣uα → Lp(Σ∗, u∗αT Y ), π2 ∶ Eα∣uα → Lpτ(Σ∗,g)⊕Lpτ(Σ∗,g)
be the natural projections. The proofs are all straightforward calculations.
Proof of Lemma 5.7. Using the notations specified in Subsection 5.2 (see (5.2) and
nearby discussions), we have
π1(I)∣Σ∖C2T =Dα(pΣ(βΣ, vΣ, eΣ)) − pΣDΣ(βΣ, vΣ, eΣ). (5.19)
On the other hand, since over C2T , Du(ξΣ) = π1cut(η) = 0, we have
D′Σ(βΣ, vΣ) +D′′Σ(βΣ) +D′′′Σ (βΣ) = 0, over C2T .
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Using this fact, we see that over C2T ,
π1(I) = Dα((∂(χΣhβΣ) + ∂(χΣhβΣ), χΣpΣ(vΣ)) − paste(TΣ∞(χΣ ◇ ξΣ))
= (∂χΣ)pΣ(vΣ) +X(∂χΣ)hβΣ − χΣ ⋅ paste(TΣ∞(ξΣ))
+χΣ(D′α(pΣ(βΣ, vΣ)) +D′′α(pΣ(βΣ)) +D′′′α (pΣ(βΣ)))
−χΣ ⋅ pΣ(D′Σ(βΣ, vΣ) +D′′Σ(βΣ) +D′′′Σ (βΣ))
+ (1 −χΣ)(Dα(pΣ(βΣ)) − paste(TΣ∞(ξΣ))).
(5.20)
Here we used the fact that TΣ
∞
(χΣ◇ξΣ) = TΣ∞(ξΣ) which follows from Item (2) of Fact 5.1.
One sees that (5.20) is equal to (5.19) over Σ∖C2T , where χΣ ≡ 1 and paste(TΣ∞(ξΣ)) = 0.
Now we estimate each part of (5.20). By (5.14), we have
∥(∂χΣ)pΣ(vΣ)∥Lp + ∥X(∂χΣ)hβΣ∥Lp ≤ 2h̵T ∥(βΣ, vΣ, eΣ)∥. (5.21)
By Lemma 5.3, for some c11 > 0, we have
∥χΣ ⋅ pasteTΣ∞(ξΣ)∥Lp ≤ ∥TΣ∞(ξΣ)∥Lp([−2T,−(2−h̵)T ]×S1) ≤ c11e−τ0(2−h̵)T ∥ξΣ∥. (5.22)
Over the support of χΣ, the distance between u and uα is controlled by e−τ0(2−h̵)T . Hence
for some c12 > 0,
∥χΣ(D′α ○ pΣ(βΣ, vΣ)) − pΣ(D′Σ(βΣ, vΣ))∥
Lp
≤ c12e−τ0(2−h̵)T . (5.23)
Similarly, for some c13 > 0,
∥χΣ(D′′α ○ pΣ(βΣ)) − pΣ(D′′Σ(βΣ))∥
Lp
+ ∥χΣ(D′′′α ○ pΣ(βΣ)) − pΣ(D′′′Σ (βΣ))∥
Lp
≤ c13e−τ0(2−h̵)T . (5.24)
Lastly, on the support of (1 −χΣ), by (5.4),
D′′′α ○ pΣ(βΣ) =D0,1A (vβΣ) + φ(DδHδW (hα, (uα)φ)) ○DβΣδ,
TΣ
∞
(ξΣ) =D0,1A (vβΣ) + φ(DδHδW (0, σφ)) ○DβΣδ.
Since the distance between uα and t ∗ασ is exponentially small, and hα is exponentially
small on the support of 1 − χΣ, we see that for some c14 > 0,
∥(1 −χΣ)(D′′′α ○ pΣ(βΣ) − pasteTΣ∞(ξΣ))∥
Lp
≤ c14e−2τ0T ∥ξΣ∥. (5.25)
Therefore, by (5.21)–(5.24), for an appropriate c15 > 0, we have
∥π1(I)∥Lp ≤ c15( 1h̵T + e−τ0(2−h̵)T)∥(η′, η′′, η′′′)∥. (5.26)
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Now we estimate π2(I). By definition, over Σ ∖C2T ,
π2(I) = π2[(Dα ○ pΣ − paste ○DΣ − paste ○ TΣ∞)(χΣ ◇ ξΣ)]
= ( ∗ dβΣ + νdµ ⋅ pΣ(vΣ), d∗βΣ ) − ( ∗ dβΣ + νdµ ⋅ vΣ, d∗βΣ )
= ( νdµ ⋅ pΣ(vΣ) − νdµ ⋅ vΣ, 0 ).
(5.27)
On the other hand, using the fact that over C2T , π2(I) = 0, one obtains
π2(I)∣C2T
= ( ∗ d(∂(χΣhβΣ) + ∂(χΣhβΣ)) + νdµ ⋅ pΣ(χΣvΣ), d∗(∂(χΣhβΣ) + ∂(χΣhβΣ)))
= ΦΣ1 (∇χΣ,∇hβΣ) +ΦΣ2 (∇2χΣ, hβΣ)
+χΣ( ∗ dβL + νdµ ⋅ pΣ(vΣ), d∗βΣ ) −χΣ( ∗ dβΣ + νdµ ⋅ vΣ, d∗βΣ )
= ΦΣ1 (∇χΣ,∇hβΣ) +ΦΣ2 (∇2χΣ, hβΣ) + χΣ( νdµ ⋅ pΣ(vΣ) − νdµ ⋅ vΣ, 0 )
(5.28)
Here ΦΣ1 , Φ
Σ
2 are certain bilinear functions. One sees that (5.28) is equal to (5.27) over
Σ ∖C2T where χΣ ≡ 1. Then for certain c16 > 0 and c17 > 0, we have
∥π2(I)∥Lpτ ≤ ∥ΦΣ1 ∥Lpτ + ∥ΦΣ2 ∥Lpτ + ∥χΣν(dµ ⋅ pΣ(vΣ) − dµ ⋅ vΣ)∥Lpτ
≤ c16(∥∇χΣ∥L∞ + ∥∇2χΣ∥L∞)∥βΣ∥W 1,pτ + c16e−2(2−τ)T ∥vΣ∥W 1,p
≤ c17( 1
h̵T
+ 1(h̵T )2 + e−2(2−τ)T )∥(η′, η′′, η′′′)∥.
(5.29)
(5.26) and (5.29) conclude this Lemma. 
Proof of Lemma 5.8. Over C2T , one has
π1(II) = π1((Dα ○ p∞ − paste ○D∞)(χ∞ ◇ ξ∞))
= ∂Aα(p∞(v∞)) +Xt∗α(χ∞◇β∞)0,1(uα) +D′′α(t ∗αχ∞ ◇ β∞)
− p∞(D∞(v∞) +X(χ∞◇β∞)0,1(σ) +D′′∞(χ∞ ◇ β∞))
(5.30)
Over Σ ∖C2T , by the definition of paste ,
π1(II) = ∂Aα(p∞(χ∞v∞)) +Xt∗α(χ∞◇β∞)0,1 +D′′α(t ∗αχ∞ ◇ β∞)
= t ∗α(∂χ∞)p∞(v∞) +Xt∗α(∂(χ∞)hTβ∞)(uα)
+ (t ∗αχ∞)(∂Aα(p∞(v∞)) +Xt∗α(βT∞)0,1(uα) +D′′α(t ∗α(βT∞))
− (t ∗αχ∞)p∞(D′∞(v∞) +U∞,T(β∞) + ηTTΣ∞(ξΣ)).
(5.31)
Here ηT ∶ Θ → R is the characteristic function of (−∞,−2T ] × S1. Note that in the last
equality we used the fact that over (−∞,−2T ] × S1,
D′
∞
(v∞) +UT∞(β∞) + TΣ∞(ξΣ) = π1(cut(η′, η′′, η′′′)) = 0. (5.32)
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Hence (5.31) is equal to (5.30) over C2T , where χ∞ ≡ 1 and ηT = 0. Then for some
c21 > 0 we have
∥π1(II)∥Lp ≤ ∥t ∗α(∂χ∞)p∞(v∞)∥Lp + ∥Xt∗α(∂(χ∞)hTβ∞)(uα)∥Lp + ∥χ∞ηTTΣ∞(ξΣ)∥Lp
+ ∥(t ∗αχ∞)(∂Aα(p∞(v∞)) − p∞(D′∞(v∞)))∥
Lp
+ ∥(t ∗αχ∞)(Xt∗α(∂hTβ∞)(uα) − p∞X∂hTβ∞(σ))∥Lp
+ ∥(t ∗αχ∞)(D′′α(t ∗αβT∞) − p∞(D′′∞(βT∞)))∥
Lp
≤ c21[ 1
h̵T
+ e−τ0(2−h̵)T ]∥(ξΣ, ξ∞)∥.
In deriving the last inequality, we used Lemma 5.3, (5.14), and the fact that uα and
t ∗ασ are exponentially closed over CT .
On the other hand, over C2T , by (5.22),
π2(II) = ( ∗ d(t ∗α(∂hTβ∞ + ∂hTβ∞)) + νdµ ⋅ p∞(v∞), d∗(t ∗α(∂hTβ∞ + ∂hTβ∞)) )
− ( ∗ d(t ∗α(∂hTβ∞ + ∂hTβ∞)), d∗(t ∗α(∂hTβ∞ + ∂hTβ∞)) ) = ( νdµ ⋅ p∞(v∞), 0 ). (5.33)
Using a π2-version of (5.32), i.e., over C−2T , π2(D∞,T (ξ∞)) = 0, we see that over Σ∖C2T ,
π2(II) = t ∗α( ∗ d(∂(χ∞hTβ∞) + ∂(χ∞hTβ∞)), d∗(∂(χ∞hTβ∞) + ∂(χ∞hTβ∞)) )
+ ( νdµ ⋅ p∞(χ∞v∞), 0 )
= t ∗αχ∞( ∗ d(βT∞ − β∞), d∗(βT∞ − β∞))
+Ψ1(∇χ∞,∇hTβ∞) +Ψ2(∇2χ∞, hTβ∞) + ( νdµ ⋅ p∞(χ∞v∞), 0 )
= Ψ1(∇χ∞,∇hTβ∞) +Ψ2(∇2χ∞, hTβ∞) + ( νdµ ⋅ p∞(χ∞v∞), 0 ).
(5.34)
The last equality follows from the fact that the supports of χ∞ and β∞−βT∞ are disjoint.
(5.34) is equal to (5.33) over C2T where χ∞ ≡ 1. Then for some c22, c23 > 0,
∥π2(II)∥ ≤ ∥Ψ1∥ + ∥Ψ2∥ + ∥νdµ ⋅ p∞(χ∞v∞)∥
≤ c22[∥∇χ∞∥L∞ + ∥∇2χ∞∥L∞]∥β∞∥ + c22e−2T ∥v∞∥Lp
≤ c23[(h̵T )−1 + e−2T ]∥ξ∞∥. 
Proof of Lemma 5.9. By definition (see (5.16))
ξΣ − χΣ ◇ ξΣ = (∂((1 − χΣ)hβΣ) + ∂((1 − χΣ)hβΣ), (1 − χΣ)vΣ).
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Since 1 − χΣ is supported in C2T , DΣ(ξΣ − χΣ ◇ ξΣ) is also supported in C2T 16. Hence
after applying paste, DΣ(ξΣ −χΣ ◇ ξΣ) vanishes. On the other hand, by (5.16)
ξ∞ −χ∞ ◇ ξ∞ = (β∞ − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞) − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞), v∞ − χ∞v∞).
Since v∞ −χ∞v∞ is supported in (−∞,−2T ] × S1, by the definition of paste,
paste(D∞,T(0, v∞ − χ∞v∞)) = 0.
On the other hand, by the definition of F˜ δ
∞,T (see (5.10)),
D∞,T( β∞ − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞) − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞), 0 ) = D∞,T(βT∞ − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞) − ∂(χ∞hTβ∞), 0 ).
By (5.15), it is supported in Σ∖C2T , hence vanishes after composing with paste. There-
fore III = 0. 
6. Constructing an Atlas
The local charts constructed in Section 4 don’t have coordinate changes among them.
In this section we construct from these local charts an atlas which satisfies [31, Definition
A.14]. This section is organized as follows. In Subsection 6.1 we construct the charts
for the lower stratum and state the main propositions. In Subsection 6.2 we construct
the transition functions between these charts. In Subsection 6.3 we complete the atlas
construction on the whole moduli space M˜, which finishes the proof of Theorem 3.4. In
Subsection 6.4 we determine the orientation on the boundary component corresponding
to BPS soliton solutions.
6.1. The sum charts. In Section 4, for each q ∈ M˜s we have constructed a local chart
Cq for M˜. We first want to construct a system of charts whose footprints cover M˜s, the
moduli space of non-BPS soliton solutions, and which have coordinate changes among
them. By Corollary 4.16, we can do the same thing independently for M˜b, the moduli
space of BPS soliton solutions.
6.1.1. The thickened moduli. By the compactness of M˜s, one can choose finitely many
qi ∈ M˜s such that the union of the footprints Fqi of the charts Cqi contains M˜s. Let
Γqi ⊂ S1 be the automorphism group of the representative u˜

qi
of qi. Define
I
s = {I ⊂ {1, . . . ,N} ∣ I ≠ ∅, ⋂
i∈I
Fqi ∩ M˜s ≠ ∅}.
This set has a natural partial order given by inclusion of sets. For each I ∈ I s, define
FI =⋂
i∈I
Fqi, ΓI =∏
i∈I
Γqi, EI ∶=⊕
i∈I
Eqi.
We still need to consider a thickened moduli first. Let m¯I be the moduli space
of configuration of points of Σ indexed by elements in I. There is a universal curve
u¯I ≃ m¯I+1 with a forgetful map u¯I → m¯I . Consider the stratum of m¯I corresponding
to configurations in which all points lie in a rational component attached to z, and let
m¯∗I ⊂ m¯I be a small open neighborhood of this stratum and u¯
∗
I be the corresponding
universal curve. Let αI denote a point of m¯∗I and Σ
αI be the preimage of αI under
16Here we used Item (2) of Fact 5.1.
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u¯∗I → m¯∗I , which is a curve having at most two components and I-tuple of markings.
Similar as before, we can lift the fibre bundle Y → Σ to a family YI over u¯∗I . We can
still define the Banach manifolds B˜αI in a similar fashion as defining B˜α previously.
By forgetting all markings but only the i-th marking, one also obtains a map u¯∗I →
u¯i ≃ u¯1. Hence one obtains a linear map
⊕
i∈I
Epi =∶ EI → C∞(YI , T Y ).
Define the thickened moduli space M˜EI by (compare to (4.5))
M˜EI = {u˜I = (αI , u˜, eI) ∣ αI ∈ m¯
∗
I , u˜ ∈ B˜αI , eI ∈ EI
F˜ αEI(u, eI) ∶= eI(αI ,u) + F˜(u) = 0 } .
6.1.2. Local charts. Choose i ∈ I. In Section 4 we constructed a family u˜αiqi,ξi ∈ M˜Eqi for
αi ∈∆ǫi and ξi ∈ N˜
ǫi
qi that satisfy the normalization condition for qi. Consider
HI,qi = {u˜qi,ξi = (u˜qi,ξi , eqi,ξi) ∈ M˜Eqi ∣ Sqi(,ξi) = 0, [u˜qi,ξi] ∈ FI ∩ M˜s}. (6.1)
This is a Γqi-invariant subset of M˜Eqi . Since each uqi,ξi is close to uqj for all j ∈ I (up to
translation on the rational component), there exists exactly one Γqj -orbit of points wj,ξ
on the rational component such that (uqi,ξi ,wj,ξi) satisfies the normalization condition
with respect to qj. By adding these markings, and using the inclusion Eqi ↪ EI , we
obtain a ΓI-invariant subset KI,qi ⊂ M˜EI together with a covering map KI,qi →HI,qi.
The construction of the local chart is based on the following proposition.
Proposition 6.1.
(1) There exists a ΓI-invariant open subset UˆEI ,qi ⊂ M˜EI containing KI,qi which is
homeomorphic to a topological manifold.
(2) There is a family of right inverses Q˜αI
u˜
∶ EαI
u˜
→ Tu˜B˜αIEI for all (αI , u˜) ∈ UˆEI ,qi
to the defining equation of M˜EI , such that the Eqj -components of the images of
Q˜αI
u˜
vanish for all j ≠ i.
(3) The map nI,qi ∶ UˆEI ,qi → CI defined by
nI,qi(α,ξ) = ( ∑
g∈Γqi
hqi(uαξ(g ⋅wαqi)))
i∈I
is ΓI-invariant and is transversal to 0 ∈ CI .
Proof. The fact that a neighborhood of KI,qi in M˜EI is a topological manifold follows
from transversality and the gluing construction of Section 4. Moreover, since we have
used a right inverse to the defining equation of M˜Eqi to construct the local chart UˆEqi ,
and Eqi ⊂ EI , we can use the same right inverse to construct the local chart of M˜EI .
For the transversality of nI,qi, denote VˆEI ,qi = n
−1
I,qi
(0) ⊂ UˆEI ,qi. Let Vˆ 0EI ,qi ⊂ VˆEI ,qi,
Uˆ0EI ,qi ⊂ UˆEI ,qi be the intersections with the lower stratum. Then there is a local home-
omorphism Uˆ0EI ,qi × [0, ǫ) ≃ UˆEI ,qi which is given by “pregluing + correction.” Then
under this homeomorphism, Vˆ 0EI ,qi × [0, ǫ) is a topological submanifold. Vˆ 0EI ,qi × [0, ǫ)
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does not coincide with VˆEI ,qi, but every point in the former can be corrected in a unique
way to a point in the latter, by moving the marked points. This shows that VˆEI ,qi is a
topological submanifold with a canonical germ of tubular neighborhoods. Hence nI,qi
is transversal. 
This proposition is proved in the next subsection. From it one obtains a local chart
of M˜. Shrink the footprint Fqi to F ′qi ⊏ Fqi such that the union of F ′qi still cover M˜s.
Define F ′I = ⋂i∈I F ′qi and let K ′I,qi ⊂KI,qi be the subset defined in the same way as KI,qi
via (6.1) but replacing FI with F ′I . Then there exists a continuous family of ΓI-invariant
open subsets Uˆ ǫEI ,qi ⊂ UˆEI ,qi which as ǫ→ 0 converge to K ′I,qi. Since nI,qi is transverse,
Uˆ ǫI,qi ∶= n−1I,qi(0) ⊂ UˆEI ,qi
is a topological manifold with a ΓI-action. Let the quotient orbifold be U ǫI,qi ∶= Uˆ ǫI,qi/ΓI ,
on which we have an orbibundle
EǫI,qi ∶= Uˆ ǫI,qi ×EI /ΓI → U ǫI,qi.
There is a natural section SǫI,qi ∶ U ǫI,qi → EǫI,qi, and a natural map ψǫI,qi ∶ (SǫI,qi)−1(εI) →M˜, whose image is denoted by F ǫI,qi ⊂ M˜.
Corollary 6.2. For sufficiently small ǫ, the tuple CǫI,qi ∶= (U ǫI,qi,EǫI,qi , SǫI,qi, ψǫI,qi, F ǫI,qi)
is a local chart of M˜ whose footprint contains an open neighborhood of F ′I ∩ M˜s.
Proof. Same as Corollary 4.4. 
6.2. The coordinate changes. For each I ∈ I s and each i ∈ I, fix some ǫ satisfying
Corollary 6.2 and denote the chart by CI,i. In this section we would like to construct
various coordinate changes among these charts.
First, consider the following subsets of HI,qi (see (6.1))
HJI,qi = {u˜qi,ξi ∈HI,qi ∣ [u˜qi,ξi] ∈ FJ}, H ′JI,qi = {u˜qi,ξi ∈ HI,qi ∣ [u˜qi,ξi] ∈ F ′J}
and the corresponding subsets of KI,qi, denoted by
KJI,qi, K
′
JI,qi
⊂KI,qi.
For each element of KJI,qi, we can upgrade them by adding markings wqj for all j ∈ J−I,
such that uqi,ξi together with wqj satisfies the normalization condition with respect to
qj. The way of adding wqj is not unique, but different choices differ by an action of Γqj .
For ǫ sufficiently small, denote by Uˆ ǫJI,qi the ǫ-neighborhood of K
′
JI,qi
inside UˆI,qi. Then
this operation can be extended to all members of Uˆ ǫJI,qi, and we obtain a covering
ΓJ−I // Vˆ ǫJI,qi

Uˆ ǫJI,qi
.
Here ΓJ−I is the direct product of Γqj for all j ∈ J − I. There is also a ΓJ -action on
the total space Vˆ ǫJI,qi. By the inclusion EI ↪ EJ , Vˆ ǫJI,qi is naturally included into
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the thickened moduli space M˜EJ and is contained in the locus of n−1J,qj(0). Moreover,
choosing j ∈ J , if ǫ is small enough, then it is included in UˆJ,qj ⊂ UˆEJ ,qj and the inclusion
is ΓJ -equivariant. Hence (see Remark 2.5 and the diagram (2.1)) it induces maps
φ jiJI ∶ Uˆ ǫJI,qi /ΓI ↪ UJ,qj , φ̂ jiJI ∶ EI × Uˆ ǫJI,qi /ΓI ↪ EJ × UˆJ,qj /ΓJ .
Lemma 6.3. (φ jiJI , φ̂ jiJI) is an orbibundle embedding.
Proof. It is obvious that φ jiJI and φ̂
ji
JI are injective. Hence by definition, we only need
to construct tubular neighborhoods to fulfill the locally flatness condition of φ jiJI . By
Item (2) of Proposition 6.1, there is a family of right inverses Q˜αI
u˜
for all (αI , u˜) ∈ UˆEI ,qi
to the linearization of F˜ αIEI ,qi. Consider the “augmented” equation
(αI , u˜, eI)↦ (F˜ αIEI (u˜, eI), nI,qi(αI , u˜)) = 0.
One also has a family of right inverses to the linearizations of this equation. Indeed,
the derivative of nI,qi restricted to the direction of varying the parameter αI plus the
direction of reparametrizing the soliton is an isomorphism onto CI , so it has a unique
right inverse.
Equip every obstruction space EI a ΓI-invariant norm. Notice that over the em-
bedding image of Vˆ ǫJI,qi in UˆJ,qj , the EJ−I-component of the values of the projection
UˆJ,qj → EJ , denoted by SˆJ−I , is zero. Hence for any r > 0, there exists a neighbor-
hood Nˆ ǫ;rJI,qi ⊂ UˆJ,qj of the embedding image of Vˆ
ǫ
JI,qi
over which ∥SˆJ−I∥ < r. For each
wˆ = (αJ , u˜, eJ) ∈ Nˆ ǫ;rJI,qi, forgetting markings labeled by j ∈ J − I we obtain a parameter
αI ; write eJ = (eI , eJ−I). Then the family (αI , u˜, eI) satisfy
(F˜ αIEI (u˜, eI), nI,qi(αI , u˜)) = error
where the right hand side is linear in eJ−I = SˆJ−I(wˆ) and hence its norm is controlled by
ǫ. Hence by the implicit function theorem, using the right inverses we have discussed
(we use different Banach manifolds in the lower stratum and the top stratum), for
r sufficiently small, one can correct it to (α′I , u˜′, e′I) satisfying F˜ αIEI (u˜′, e′I) = 0 and
nI,qi(α′I , u˜′) = 0. This gives a (germ of) tubular neighborhood of the embedding image
of Vˆ ǫJI,qi, and EJ−I parametrizes the normal directions. 
Everything in the cocycle condition (see Definition 2.4) is straightforward to check.
The same construction can be done for BPS-solitons. We omit the details. The set
indexing charts for M˜b is denoted by I b. Define I = I s ⊔ I b. We summarize what we
have obtained so far.
Proposition 6.4.
(1) For each I ∈ I, there is a local chart CI of M˜. The footprints of these charts
cover M˜.
(2) Whenever I ≼ J , there is a coordinate change TJI ∶ CI → CJ whose footprint
contains F ′J ∩ M˜.
(3) These coordinate changes satisfy the cocycle condition.
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6.3. The virtual orbifold atlas. The charts constructed so far cover a neighborhood
of the lower stratum. We need to construct more charts to cover the remaining of the
moduli space. First, there is a precompact open neighborhoods U0 ⊏ M˜ such that
U0 ⊂
m
⋃
i=1
Fqi.
Then for all q ∈ M˜ ∖ U0 , one can construct a local chart Cq around q as in Subsection
4.1. We can choose finitely many Cqj , j =m + 1, . . . ,m +m′ such that
M˜ ∖ U0 ⊂
m′
⋃
1
Fqm+j .
We obtain an open cover of M˜ by the open sets Fqi for i = 1, . . . ,m +m′. Abbreviate
Fi = Fqi . We can shrink them to precompact open subsets F
′
i ⊏ Fi such that all F
′
i still
cover M˜. Then define
I ∶= {I = I ⊔ Ic ⊂ {1, . . . ,m +m′} ∣ I ≠ ∅, ⋂
i∈I
Fi ≠ ∅}.
We still use ≼ to denote the partial order on I defined by inclusions of subsets. Define
FI =⋂
i∈I
Fi, F
′
I =⋂
i∈I
F ′i .
We have constructed charts CI for all I ∈ I ⊂ I whose footprints cover F ′I . Using the
same method as in [31] it is much easier to construct charts CI for all I ∈ I ∖ I whose
footprints cover F ′I . We have also constructed coordinate changes TJI for all I ≼ J and
I, J ∈ I whose footprints contain F ′J . It is also much easier to construct coordinate
changes TJI for all other relations I ≼ J in I , whose footprints cover F ′J .
So far we have construction a collection of charts and a collection of coordinate
changes that satisfy the cocycle condition. However to make these data a virtual orbifold
atlas, their footprints have to satisfy the overlapping condition of Definition 2.4. This
can be done by properly shrinking the charts. The specific method of shrinking we use
here is modified from a similar one in [20].
Order the set I as {I1, . . . , Im} such that if Ik ≼ J then J ∈ {Ik, . . . , Im}. For each i
choose precompact shrinkings
F ′i =∶ Gi,1 ⊏ Gi,1 ⊏ ⋯ ⊏ Gi,m ⊏ Fi,m ⊏ Fi.
Then for Ik ∈ I , define
F ●Ik ∶= [ ⋂
i∈Ik
Fi,k] ∖ [ ⋃
i∉Ik
Gi,k] ⊂ FIk . (6.2)
Lemma 6.5. The collection {F ●Ik ∣ Ik ∈ I} is an open cover of M˜ and satisfies the
overlapping condition, namely
F ●I ∩ F ●J ≠ ∅Ô⇒ I ≼ J or J ≼ I.
Proof. We first prove the overlapping condition. Suppose x ∈ F ●Ik ∩ F ●Il with k < l. If
Ik ≼ Il does not hold, then there is some i0 ∈ Ik ∖ Il. Then
x ∈ F ●Ik ⊂ ⋂
i∈Ik
Fi,k ⊂ ⋂
i∈Ik
Fi,k ⊂ Fi0,k ⊂ Gi0,l.
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This contradicts x ∈ F ●Il because
x ∈ F ●Il ⊂ ⋂
i∉Il
[M˜ ∖Gi,l] ⊂ M˜ ∖Gi0,l ⊂ M˜ ∖Gi0,l.
Therefore Ik ≼ Il. So the overlapping condition holds. To prove that all F ●I cover M˜,
take an arbitrary x ∈ M˜. Since all F ′I cover M˜, there is some k such that
x ∈ F ′Ik = ⋂
i∈Ik
F ′i ⊂ ⋂
i∈Ik
Fi,k.
Let k be the largest number satisfying the above relation. We claim that x ∈ F ●Ik . If it
is not the case, then there is some i0 ∉ Ik such that x ∈ Gi0,k ⊂ Fi0 , and there is some
l > k such that Il contains i0 and Ik. Then
x ∈ ⋂
i∈Ik
Fi,k ∩Gi0,k ⊂ ⋂
i∈Il
Fi,l
which contradicts the maximality of k. This proves the covering property. 
Therefore we can shrink the charts CI so that the shrunk footprints are F ●I . To
simplify the notations, we still denote the shrunk charts by CI and shrunk footprints
by FI . Then by Definition 2.4, we have constructed a virtual orbifold atlas
A = ({CI ∣ I ∈ I}, {TJI ∣ I ≼ J})
on the moduli space M˜. Therefore we finish the proof of Theorem 3.4 except for the
part about orientations.
6.4. Orientation of the boundary. In this last part, we settle the signs appeared
in the wall-crossing formula Theorem 3.3. As is well-known, choosing (independently)
orientations on the unstable manifolds W uκι and W
u
υι
of the negative gradient flow line
of the real part of Wι determines orientations on the moduli space Mι(υι) and M(κι).
These orientations can be extended in a continuous way to all ι ∈ [ι−, ι+]. It then induces
an orientation on all charts over the uncompactified moduli space M˜∗(κ). So the first
two components of (3.6) are oriented as
[ −Mι−(κι−)] ⊔ [ +Mι+(κι+)].
Now we determine the induced orientation on the third component Mbι0(κι0). Let
q ∈ M˜b(κ) ≃ Mbι0(κι0) be represented by a soliton solution (ι0,uq ) = (ι0;uq, σq). To
study orientation, it suffices to assume that uq is regular and σq is maximally transverse.
Here σq being maximally transverse means that the linearization of the equation
(h,σ)↦ dσ
ds
+∇Wι0(σ(s)) − hJ∇Wι0(σ(s)) = 0
at (0, e imtr σq) is surjective (see [31, Section 5] for more details).
Since we are only considering the index zero case, the orientation on the zero dimen-
sional moduli space Mι0(υ) determines a sign
Sign(uq) ∈ {±1}.
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On the other hand, the element σ˙q ⊗ Jσ˙q in the determinant line of the linearization of
the gradient flow equation provides a sign
Sign(σq) ∈ {±1}.
Then the counting #N (υι0 , κι0) appearing in Theorem 3.3 is defined as
#N (υι0 , κι0) ∶= ∑
[σq]∈N (υι0 ,κι0)
Sign(σq).
Recall that in Corollary 4.14, we constructed a family of objects
u˜t,σq ∈ M˜∗(κ), t ∈ (0, ǫ)
which converges as t → 0 to the soliton solution uq such that this family gives a con-
tinuous map [0, ǫ) → M˜(κ) which is a homeomorphism onto its image. Here the con-
struction depends on choosing a concrete BPS soliton σq ∶ (−∞,+∞) → X as part of a
representative of the point q. On the other hand, if we replace σq by a reparametrization
σaq defined as
σaq (s) = σq(s + a),
then fixing t0 ∈ (0, ǫ) the family u˜t0,σaq as a varies near 0 also gives a local homeomor-
phism into M˜(κ) (which is a one-dimensional manifold with boundary near q). It is
easy to see that the direction in which t increases is the same as the direction in which
a decreases. Therefore, to evaluate the boundary contribution, we need to compare
this direction with the canonical orientation class in det D˜u˜t,σq (where D˜u˜t,σq is the
linearization of the gauged Witten equation, including the gauge fixing, at u˜t,σq).
Now we are ready to examine the orientation on M˜(κ). Write the linearized operator
Dq ∶ R × TuqB → E ≃ Eυ ⊕ E ′∞
at the BPS soliton solution u˜q = (ι0;uq ) ∶= (ι0;uq, σq) in the block form as
Dq = [ LΣ DΣ 0
L∞ TΣ∞ D
′
∞
] .
Here we use the type of notations similar to (5.11). Notice that LΣ and L∞ are the
directional derivatives in the direction of increasing the value of ι, hence are of rank
one; TΣ
∞
is the derivative of the parameter δ in (5.8), hence is also of rank one. Since
both DΣ and D′∞ are Fredholm and oriented, there is an naturally induced orientation
of the following deformed operator
F˜ Tq = [ 0 DΣ 0
TL∞ 0 D′∞
] , T ≥ 0.
Let D˜T
∞
∶ R×TσqB′∞ → E ′∞ be the operator represented by the last row above. Introduce
the symbol
can
≃ which means “canonically isomorphic” (up to homotopy). Then one has
det D˜u˜t,σq
can
≃ det D˜q
can
≃ det F˜ Tq
can
≃ detDΣ ⊗ det D˜T∞.
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Here the first isomorphism is from the coherence of the orientation in the sense of Floer–
Hofer [10], and the second isomorphism is from the deformation of operators described
above. At T = 0, a positive element of detDΣ ⊗ det D˜0∞ can≃ det D˜0σq is
θ˜0q = Sign(uq) ⋅ Sign(σq)[∂ι ∧ σ˙q]⊗ [Jσ˙q].
By [31, Lemma 6.1], the canonical identification det D˜0σq
can
≃ det D˜Tσq sends θ˜
0
q to
θ˜Tq = Sign(uq) ⋅ Sign(σq) ⋅ Sign⟨L∞(∂ι), Jσ˙q⟩[σ˙q]⊗ 1.
By the calculation we did in the last part of [31, Section 6], we know that the third
sign is equal to (−1)F˜ . On the other hand, as shown previously, [σ˙q]⊗1 is the direction
opposite to there the gluing parameter increases (this is exactly the opposite to the
sign appeared in Picard–Lefschetz formula, see [31, Section 6]). Therefore, the third
oriented component of ∂M˜(κ) is
(−1)F˜M˜b(κ) ≃ (−1)F˜Mbι0(κι0)
where Mbι0(κι0) is equipped with the product orientation (though the moduli space
M˜bι0(κι0) is not a product). This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.4 and hence Theorem
3.3.
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